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INTRODUCTION AND INITIAL MEETING
An introductory meeting for a road safety audit of U.S. Highway 52 near Dubuque, Iowa, was 
conducted at the Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) Dyersville Maintenance 
Garage, beginning at 10:30 a.m. on November 28, 2007. Participating in the meeting were the 
invited members of the road safety audit team: 
Ken Runde Dubuque County Sheriff 
Ken Dausener Trooper, Iowa State Patrol 
Willy Wagner,  Retired Fire Chief of Holy Cross, Iowa (frequent commuter to John  
    Deere in Dubuque) 
Art Gourley Iowa DOT 
 Steve Wilson  Iowa DOT 
Dave Shanahan Iowa DOT 
Randy Hunefeld Governor’s Traffic Safety Bureau (GTSB)  
 Jim Meyerdirk GTSB
 Tom Welch  Iowa DOT 
Jerry Roche Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
 Jack Latterell  Consultant 
Tom McDonald Center for Transportation Research and Education (CTRE) 
US 52 was originally constructed in 1927 and was last rehabilitated in 2001 with 2.5 inches of 
hot mix asphalt. Traffic volumes vary from 2,200–2,300 vehicles per day (vpd), including 240 
trucks for the two-lane section between Sageville and Luxemburg, to 5,300 vpd with 390 trucks 
for the four-lane section between Dubuque and Sageville. 
Tom Welch opened the meeting, describing the format and purpose of a road safety audit and 
how this activity would relate to a safety corridor designation if approved by the Iowa DOT and 
Department of Public Safety (DPS). It was noted that the section of US 52 between Dubuque and 
Luxemburg had been found to be listed in the top 5% of Iowa highways for severe crashes 
involving impaired drivers and single vehicle run-off -road crashes during the years of 2001– 
2005. Local citizens’ concerns and news media articles are documented in Appendix E. 
Tom McDonald and others reviewed the 2002–2006 crash data that had been furnished to all 
team members, including crash maps and various crash data tables (included in Appendices A 
and B). Single vehicle run-off-road and impaired driver crashes were of most interest. The data 
contained a high percentage of unknowns for light conditions, which will be checked for 
verification. 
Jack Latterell explained the road safety check list that had also been furnished to the team. 
It was determined that Iowa DOT district staff use both CMAT and SAVER software for crash 
analysis; however, IMAT software may not be fully utilized by law enforcement at this time. 
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FIELD REVIEWS 

Following lunch, team members participated in a daytime field review of the route with Sheriff 
Runde, Trooper Dausener, and Willy Wagner, commenting on observed safety concerns and past 
crash sites. The crash data maps were used to locate and examine sites with multiple crash 
occurrences. Notes and images were made of observances (see Appendices C and D). 
Following dinner, some team members participated in a nighttime field review of the route.
Those members included Art Gourley, Randy Hunefeld, Jim Meyerdirk, Tom Welch, Jerry
Roche, Jack Latterell, and Tom McDonald. Notes and photo images were again taken to 
document observances. All images are on file in the CTRE office. 
SUMMARY MEETING AND SUGGESTIONS BY THE TEAM 
On November 29, 2007, beginning at 8:00 a.m., a wrap-up meeting was conducted in the 
Dyersville Maintenance Garage. All team members except Willy Wagner participated in this 
meeting to brainstorm ideas for addressing observed concerns noted from the crash data and 
observed during the day and night reviews. (A brief article about California Highway 49 is 
included in Appendix G for comparison of mitigation strategies.) The following issues were
suggested for the route beginning from the east corporate limits of Luxemburg and proceeding
easterly toward Dubuque: 
Engineering Opportunities 
It was observed that new fluorescent-yellow chevrons had been installed at the ends of selected 
curves throughout the route. Visibility variances with the older chevrons were noted during the 
day, but not at night, especially under high-beam headlights. Adjustment of the height of these 
devices was suggested in several locations. In addition, care should be taken to locate one 
chevron in the middle of the approach lane view from each direction. The district will order and 
install fluorescent-yellow chevrons as recommended. 
It should be noted that fluorescent yellow signs provide much improved daytime visibility
compared to standard yellow backgrounds, especially under cloudy conditions. It may be 
advisable to consider replacing all warning signs with a fluorescent-yellow background on this 
roadway, especially curve warning signs. The district will order and install these recommended 
signs in the near future. 
The US 52 right-of-way is narrow, approximately 66 ft. in width, with narrow shoulders and a 
minimal clear zone. Many run-off-road crashes result in impacts with the ditches and adjacent
slopes. There may be opportunities to flatten cross slopes at side roads and entrances to improve 
the roadside environment. 
Numerous short sections of narrow shoulder paving were noted throughout the section, especially
in curves. 
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The intersection of County Road Y-13 has been the site of numerous crashes throughout the 
study period. The crash diagram for this intersection indicated that most crashes occurred in the 
southeast quadrant, which was confirmed by Willy Wagner and law enforcement officers. 
Alignment of the south approach and that of US 52 to the east make visibility from the stop sign
problematic for entering vehicles from the south. Suggestions for this location include removal or 
redesign of the stop sign island to permit shifting of the south approach centerline to the east. 
Removal of vegetation  and possibly some minor re-shaping of a berm from the southeast 
quadrant, both on and off the right-of-way, should also be considered to improve visibilty. The 
district will realign the south approach by relocating the existing pavement markings. 
Additionally, an advance intersection warning sign will be installed on eastbound US 52 
approaching this intersection. 
Additional chevrons should be considered for the curvilinear alignment easterly from the Y-13 
intersection where several injury crashes have occurred. Solar-powered warning lights on 
selected curve signs should also be considered. The district will review and consider this 
suggestion. 
Loose rock was noted on the road surface at the Bankston Park Road intersection. Consideration 
should be given to paving more of the south approach here and at other selected intersections. 
Numerous crashes have occurred in the area east of this intersection. Improved curve delineation 
may be effective in this area, and consideration should be given to moving the existing 50 mph 
regulatory speed limit from east of Rickardsville to the Bankston Park Road intersection, subject 
to a speed study. 
Speed reduction warning signs should be erected in advance of the regulatory speed signs, 
possibly with flags to draw attention to the speed limit. 
In addition to chevrons in selected curves, other curves have delineators with either a single
white retro-reflector or, in some locations, triple white retro-reflectors. These devices should be 
examined for effectiveness and replaced where visibility is poor. Also, spacing of these devices 
should be modified to meet or exceed Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) 
guidelines. 
Utility poles and down guys were observed in potentially problematic locations in some areas
(outside of horizontal curves). It was recommended that the utility owners be contacted to 
ascertain whether these poles and guys could be relocated to the inside of those curves. If that
adjustment is not possible, consideration should be given to delineating these poles with retro­
reflective material. 
At one location in Rickardsville, it was noted that w-beam guardrails should be considered at a 
site where a run-off-road crash had impacted a building off the right-of-way. 
Beam guardrails should also be placed at other selected locations where warranted and feasible. 
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Another location of concern in Rickardsville was the St. Joseph Street intersection where the
existing stop sign and stop bar are located several feet from the US 52 pavement edge at a 
severely skewed side street approach. It was suggested that consideration be given to moving the 
stop bar to nearer the pavement edge and installing a painted centerline on the approach to better 
guide traffic in this very wide paved area. 
It was suggested that the existing curve signs near the south Y-21 intersection be replaced with
fluorescent signs, possibly with flags to draw attention to this curve where several crashes have 
occurred. Consideration should be given to reconstructing this approach to provide a flatter 
landing area. 
From just west of the Boy Scout Road intersection through Sageville, numerous animal crashes 
have occurred throughout the study period. It was suggested that oversized deer warning signs be 
erected in consultation with the Iowa Department of Natural Resources (DNR). High animal 
fencing in this area would not be feasible. 
The Boy Scout Road intersection area has been the site of numerous crashes, but a more detailed 
examination of the crash history at that intersection revealed only two crashes during the study
period, and neither was of serious consequence. A copy of the intersection crash diagram is 
included in Appendix A. 
From east of Durango to Sageville, older design, single-strand cable rail exists on one side of the
roadway along a high, steep slope. Due to the narrow shoulder in these locations, replacement of 
this cable rail would be difficult, since insufficient embankment is available to provide stability
to the posts. During discussion regarding this area, minimal repair of this cable rail was 
suggested, perhaps readjusting individual posts as needed. Rather than replacement with an 
approved roadside barrier, discussion focused more on improving visibility of the roadside
through this area with delineators, spaced according to or exceeding MUTCD guidelines. 
It was noted by the law enforcement officers that a fatal crash that was not included in the crash 
data had occurred at the Raylyn Road intersection. CTRE staff investigated this crash location 
and found that Raylyn Road is a private entrance to a small housing development, which made 
locating the crash problematic for the state database. This crash will be included in the
tabulations for this report. 
Paved shoulders with rumble strips or stripes should be considered at high-degree and high-crash 
location curves at a minimum and throughout the route if funding can be identified. The narrow 
existing shoulders would allow only an approximate two-foot paved width, but even this would 
have high potential benefit. Rumble stripes for these areas would also improve nighttime
visibility, especially in wet weather, and reduce lane departures
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It was further suggested that centerline rumble strips be considered on both ends of Gillespie Hill 
and in other selected locations to improve lane keeping by drivers and act as a traffic calming
measure, especially if coupled with edge line rumble strips. 
The nighttime review indicated good visibility of the existing chevrons and six-inch-wide 
pavement edge markings. Delineator visibility could be improved in many areas, however, 
possibly using larger retro-reflectors (buttons). 
Visibility of the existing traffic signals when approaching the Northwest Arterial (IA 32) 
intersection from the north is hampered by a high bluff. It was suggested that “Be Prepared to
Stop When Flashing” warning signs be installed with signal-activated flashing lights to improve
awareness of the signals. In addition, signal phasing should be reviewed. A crash diagram will be 
studied to identify other possible suggestions for mitigating crashes at this intersection. 
Discussion also included possibly prohibiting right turns on red at the northeast quadrant of this 
intersection. The district will work with the City of Dubuque to install a “Be Prepared to Stop 
When Flashing” warning sign with a flashing beacon as part of an upcoming city improvement in 
the area. 
Some edge rutting was noted in a few locations, mostly at side road approaches. 
It was also noted that when curve-warning signs are upgraded, consideration should be given to 
upgrading and possibly upsizing the accompanying speed advisory plaques, using the same
background as the sign. The District 6 Office may want to reanalyze the advisory speeds, unless 
this has been recently accomplished. Since many of the curves on this route cannot be negotiated 
safely at the posted speed limit, these advisory speeds are very important, and attention should be 
drawn to that guidance as much as possible. The district will order and install larger advisory
plaques. 
It may be advantageous to develop criteria for delineating horizontal curves on this route based 
on degree of curvature, advisory speed, crash history, etc. Types of treatment could include the 
following: 
•	 No special treatment
•	 Single white button or modified design delineators 
•	 Triple white button delineators 
•	 Large fluorescent yellow chevrons 
•	 Double and/or oversized fluorescent yellow curve warning signs and oversized speed 
advisory plaques 
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Law Enforcement Opportunities 
General comments included a suggestion that a speed indication trailer be deployed to assess 
effectiveness at reducing speeds. 
Law enforcement officers indicated that the terrain and narrow roadway makes traffic 
enforcement problematic, since it is difficult to pull over offenders for citations. Suggestions 
included the possible use of aircraft and/or deployment of stationary radar with an officer located 
downstream at a convenient pull-off site. Other special procedures might also be effective. Any
extra law enforcement efforts should be coordinated with the GTSB special enforcement 
programs. To assist Dubuque County with enforcement activities, the Office of Traffic and 
Safety later provided funding for the acquisition of speed detection radar units. 
For the future, legislative action to establish double fines for moving violations on safety
emphasis routes, such as US 52, should be sought. Consultation with county attorneys, 
magistrates, and judges regarding the need to fully prosecute and penalize offenders may be 
beneficial. Assistant Attorney General Pete Grady should be included in this effort. 
Public Information and Education Opportunities
The value of presenting the safety concerns for this section of US 52 to the public should also be 
recognized. Crash history, suggested engineering improvements, and specific law enforcement
efforts could be discussed at a public forum to raise awareness and involve news media coverage. 
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS OF THE ROUTE 
During both the day and night field reviews by the audit team, numerous digital images were
taken of existing conditions. Images are on file at the CTRE office in Ames, Iowa, and four are 
included in Appendix D. 
Following the field review by the road safety audit team, District 6 staff and representatives from
the Iowa DOT Office of Traffic and Safety examined the route independently and determined the
following needs and improvements:  
• The Y-13 intersection is not satisfactorily visible when approached from the east on US
52. The district will install an advance intersection warning sign for westbound US 52 
traffic. 
•	 A tree in the right-of-way obstructs visibility of an eastbound curve warning sign west of 
Poor Man’s Curve. The district will remove the tree.
•	 Painted pavement markings for turn lanes at the Sherrill Road (County Road CY9) 
intersection in Sageville have been placed. 
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In May 2008, vehicle speed sampling was undertaken at four locations on US 52. In general, 
good compliance with posted speed limits was found in both the 55 mph and 50 mph posted 
areas. Complete results of the speed sampling are included in Appendix C.  
A review of pavement surface friction and rutting was requested by members of the audit team. 
Historic results were obtained from the Iowa DOT Office of Materials and are listed in Table 1. 
Although these data are now several years old, neither friction nor rutting appears to be of major 
concern on this section of US 52. 
Table 1. US 52 Dubuque County (MP 50.38, NCL of Dubuque, MP 72.91, ECL of 
Luxemburg) Friction and Rut Depth Measurements
Location (milepoint) Friction (Year) Rutting (Year) 
50.38 - 51.92 48 (2004) -
51.92 - 52.81 46 (2002) 2.4mm (2005) 
52.81 - 57.16 49 (2002) 1.5mm (2005) 
57.16 - 57.89 51 (2002) 1.8mm (2005) 
57.89 - 58.40 48 (2002) 1.8mm (2005) 
58.40 - 72.91 52 (2002) 2.2mm (2005) 
In recognition of the high number of animal crashes on this section (42%), FWHA Safety
Engineer Jerry Roche contacted Willie Suchy of the Iowa DNR for advice. Although no 
countermeasures other than warning signs have been identified, local agencies and officials were 
advised to continue working with the DNR to address this issue.
CRASH DATA 
As mentioned in the introductory remarks for the road safety audit field review, this section of 
US 52 in Dubuque County was listed in the top 5% of Iowa roads for serious crashes in two 
categories: impaired drivers and single-vehicle run-off-road. As part of the audit review process, 
detailed crash data were provided to the team members for consideration and use by
transportation and law enforcement agencies in selecting and applying appropriate mitigation 
techniques. Copies of these data for the years 2002 through 2006 are included in Appendix B of 
this report, and the results are briefly summarized here. 
Appendix A contains intersection crash diagrams for several of the intersections in this corridor. 
Of particular interest is the display for US 52 and Dubuque County Road Y-13 near Holy Cross. 
This data set, which shows most crashes as occurring on one quadrant of the intersection, was 
used in developing the mitigation described in Appendix F.
It should be noted that the data may be presented in these summaries in differing manners.  One 
summary method can be termed “crash level” and these data represent the crash event as a 
singular occurrence.  The other forms of presentation could be termed “driver/vehicle level” 
and/or “injury level”.  Under these methods, the information describes the numbers of actual 
vehicles and drivers/occupants involved in these crashes. The numbers shown for the 
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“driver/vehicle” and “injury” levels will always be at least equal to and generally higher than the
“crash level” data. 
During this period, 245 crashes were recorded on this section of US 52, with 6 total fatalities. 
Many of the serious crashes were related to speed, impaired driver, and single-vehicle run-off­
road incidents. The number of crashes occurring each year was fairly consistent. Locations of 
these crashes are shown on the maps included in Appendix B. A review of winter-related crashes 
did not reveal a significant number, and none were classified as a serious crash. Sixteen percent 
of crashes were run-off-road, and ditches or embankments were by far the objects most 
frequently impacted. A high percentage of this type of crash occurred in or near curves, and low-
cost engineering improvements selected to mitigate these crashes are described in Appendix F.
The most common crash causes in the corridor during the analysis period were animal collisions, 
most likely deer. Some recommendations to address this issue were discussed earlier in this 
report. 
Two serious crashes involving multi-vehicle crossed centerline incidents were noted, with one 
fatality. Approximately 67% of vehicle occupants in fatal and injury crashes were noted as
wearing shoulder and lap belts. 
Crash occurrence was quite consistent in terms of the day of the week, with the fewest crashes 
occurring on Sunday. Crashes per hour were higher during commute times, especially in the 
evening. Most crashes were noted during daylight hours. 
Crashes involving trucks were approximately comparable to the percentage of commercial traffic 
volume on this section. Five crashes of motorcycles were noted, one resulting in a major injury. 
The percentage of drivers involved in crashes on US 52 was significantly higher for the 15–24 
year old group, who made up 26% of all crashes recorded. Because of the higher incidence of 
younger driver crashes, data for this age group were reviewed in depth. Crashes for this group 
were consistent for day of the week, except for Saturday, which recorded almost twice the 
crashes for any other day. Sixteen-year-old drivers were involved in the highest number of 
crashes for the entire group. As with the total driving population, crashes involving younger 
drivers are higher during the afternoon commute times, 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. Nighttime crashes 
are not significantly high. Alcohol- and drug-related crash severity data did not show a 
significant variance across age. However, all but one of these crashes involved underage drivers. 
Good compliance with shoulder and lap belt use was noted from the crash data for younger 
drivers. However, similar to the general driving population, speed-related crashes were 
significant and were fairly evenly distributed across the age group. Study of these data by law 
enforcement and driver educators may provide a good background for mitigation action and 
information presentation. 
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As part of the crash review, audit team members also obtained and reviewed officer crash reports 
for several of the more serious crashes. In addition, data were obtained from numerous insurance 
carriers of damage claims experienced over the five-year analysis period. These data are on file in 
the CTRE office. 
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS 
Using the crash data for this section of US 52 and the advice of the road safety audit team, Iowa 
DOT District 6 staff took the initiative to apply approximately one million dollars in funding
from the Highway Safety Improvement Program (from the FHWA) and Transportation Safety
Improvement Program (from the Iowa DOT) to apply low-cost improvements in the areas of 
most need. Much of this mitigation will be accomplished in 2008. The proposed work includes 
signing upgrades, improvements at the County Road Y-13 intersection by Dubuque County,
pavement widening, asphalt overlay, rumble strips and stripes, and extended paved fillets for side
roads in selected locations. Details can be found in Appendix F. The district is also working with 
the City of Dubuque to improve advance warning signs for the signalized intersection with the 
Northwest Arterial (IA 32).  
As additional funding becomes available, possibly by 2011, the district plans to continue with 
focused safety improvements on the US 52 corridor, primarily concentrating on widening, 
resurfacing, and side road approach fillets in selected areas. Both the district staff and the
Dubuque County Engineer’s Office are to be commended for this rapid response to identified 
safety concerns. 
9
 
  
 
 
  
APPENDIX A. US 52 INTERSECTION DIAGRAMS
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Intersection of U.S. 52 & Boy Scout Rd. 
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APPENDIX B. U.S. HIGHWAY 52 IOWA DOT CRASH DATA (2002–2006) 
Table B.1. Crash and injury severities (2002–2006) 
Year 
Crash Severity* 
Total # of
Crashes 
Total # of
Fatalities Fatal 
Major
Injuries 
Minor
Injuries 
Possible/ 
Unknown PDO
2006 1 2 6 2 37 48 1 
2005 2 1 7 4 44 58 2 
2004 0 0 9 8 32 49 0 
2003 1 2 8 5 31 47 1 
2002 2 2 3 10 26 43 2 
Grand 
Total 6 7 33 29 170 245 6 
Injury Severity** Total # of
Injuries 
Total
Property
Damage ($) 
Total # of
Vehicles 
Total # of
OccupantsMajor Minor Possible Unknown 
2 9 3 0 14 252,450 57 43 
1 10 7 0 18 579,491 74 97 
0 12 18 0 30 425,175 66 88 
5 11 9 0 25 369,831 62 83 
2 3 12 1 18 243,519 61 75 
10 45 49 1 105 1,870,466 320 386 
*# of Crashes for each Severity
**# of Injuries for each Severity
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Figure B.1. U.S. Highway 52: Crash severity, animal crashes, and speed-related crashes (2002–2006) 
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Table B.2. Speed-related crashes (2002–2006) 
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Year Crash Severity Grand Total Percentage ofCorridor Total (%) Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO 
2006 1 1 5 1 6 14 6 
2005 1  3  1  14  19 8 
2004 5 6 5 16 7 
2003 1 6 3 6 16 7 
2002 2 2 3 4 4 15 6 
Grand Total 4 4 22 15 35 80 33 
Corridor Crash Total 6 7 33 29 170 245 
Table B.3. Winter weather-related crashes (2002–2006) 
YEAR Crash Severity Grand Total Percentage ofCorridor Total (%)Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO 
2006 2 1 3 1 
2005 6 6 2 
2004 1 1 2 1 
2003 1 3 5 9 4 
2002 1 1 4 6 2 
Grand Total 5 4 17 26 11 
Corridor Crash Total 33 29 170 245 
Table B.4. Fixed object crashes by severity (2002–2006) 
Fixed Object Crash Severity Grand Total Percentage of Corridor Total (%)Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO 
Culvert 1 1 0 
Ditch/Embankment 1  4  11  2  12  30  12 
Guardrail 1 1 6 8 3 
Tree 1 1 2 1 
Poles (utility, light, etc) 3 3 1 
Sign Post 1 2 2 5 2 
Mailbox 1 1 0 
Grand Total 2 4 13 5 26 50 20 
Corridor Crash Total 6 7 33 29 170 245 
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Figure B.2. U.S. Highway 52: Fixed object-related crashes, impaired driver crashes, and winter weather-
related crashes (2002–2006)
Si e Vehicle Ran-Off-Road Crashes  Severi 2-'06
 
 
 
 
  
Table B.5. Crash major cause by year (2002–2006) 
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Major Cause Year GrandTotal 
Percentage of
Corridor Total (%)2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Animal 12 18 18 27 27 102 42 
Ran Traffic Signal 1 1 2 1 
Ran Stop Sign 1 1 2 1 
Crossed Centerline 1 3 1 3 2 10 4 
FTYROW: From Stop Sign 2 3 7 2 14 6 
FTYROW: Making Left Turn 5 3 3 11 4 
Driving Too Fast  for Conditions 3 2 2 3 2 12 5 
Exceeded Authorized Speed 1 1 2 1 5 2 
Made Improper Turn 4 3 1 8 3 
Followed Too Close 1 2 2 2 7 3 
Swerving/Evasive Action 2 5 6 4 4 21 9 
Over Correction/Over Steering 1 2 3 1 
Ran Off Road 12 6 4 10 7 39 16 
Other Improper Action 1 2 1 4 2 
Unknown 2 1 2 5 2 
Grand Total 43 47 49 58 48 245 100 
Table B.6. Single vehicle ran-off-road crashes by severity (2002–2006) 
ngl  by ty ('0 ) 
YEAR CRASH SEVERITY Grand Total 
Percentage of 
Corridor Total (%)Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO 
2006 1 1 4 4 10 4 
2005 1 2 1 9 13 5 
2004 5 4 5 14 6 
2003 1 6 2 7 16 7 
2002 2 2 2 1 4 11 4 
Grand Total 4 4 19 8 29 64 26 
Corridor Crash Total 6 7 33 29 170 245 
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Figure B.3. U.S. Highway 52 : Manner of collision, single vehicle run-off-road, and multi-vehicle crossed 
centerline crashes (2002–2006)
Multi-Vehicle Crossed Centerline Crashes  Severit '02-'
Im aired Drivers b  Crash Severi '02-'
 
  
Table B.7. Multi-vehicle crossed centerline crashes by severity (2002–2006) by y ( 06) 
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YEAR CRASH SEVERITY GrandTotal 
Percentage of
Corridor Total (%) Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO 
2006 1 3 4 2 
2005 1 1 1 3 1 
2004 1 1 0 
2003 1 1 2 1 
2002 2 1 3 1 
Grand Total 1 1 1 4 6 13 5 
Corridor Crash Total 6 7 33 29 170 245 
Table B.8. Impaired drivers by crash severity (2002–2006) p y ty ( 06) 
YEAR Crash Severity Grand TotalFatal Major Injury Minor Injury PDO 
2006 1 1 
2005 1 1 2 
2004 1 1 
2003 2 1 1 2 6 
2002 2 1 3 
Grand Total 3 3 2 5 13 
Crashes b  of th '02- 
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Table B.9. All-occupant protection in fatal and injury crashes (2002–2006)
Occupant Protection Crash Severity Grand Total 
Percentage of
Corridor Total (%)Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown
None Used 1  2  6  1  10  10 
Shoulder and Lap Belt Used 6 8 29 27 70 67 
Shoulder Belt Only Used 2 2 2 
Child Safety Seat Used 1 2 3 3 
Unknown/Not Reported 1 1 9 8 19 18 
Grand Total 8 12 48 36 104 100 
Table B.10. Crashes by day of the week (2002–2006) 
y Day e Week ( '06) 
Day of Week Year Grand Total 
Percentage of
Corridor Total (%)2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
Sunday 6 6 3 9 5 29 12 
Monday 5 6 9 9 6 35 14 
Tuesday 11  6  9  6  5  37 15 
Wednesday 1  8  8  10  8  35 14 
Thursday 6  3  9  9  10  37 15 
Friday 7  13  6  7  5  38 16 
Saturday 7 5 5 8 9 34 14 
Grand Total 43 47 49 58 48 245 100 
   
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
  
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
Table B.11. Crashes by time of day (hour) (2002–2006) 
Time (hour) Year GrandTotal 
Percentage of
Corridor Total (%) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
0 1 1 2 4 2 
1 1 1 2 1 
2 3 2 5 2 
3 1 1 2 1 
4 1 1 1 1 1 5 2 
5 4 3 3 1 7 18 7 
6 2 1 4 2 1 10 4 
7 2 2 2 2 8 3 
8 2 4 3 3 2 14 6 
9 1 1 1 3 1 
10 4 1 2 3 1 11 4 
11 1 2 3 1 
12 1 2 1 1 1 6 2 
13 1 3 2 4 1 11 4 
14 2 1 7 4 1 15 6 
15 2 2 4 4 2 14 6 
16 4 5 3 3 3 18 7 
17 3 3 4 6 8 24 10 
18 3 4 2 5 4 18 7 
19 1 3 3 5 1 13 5 
20 4 3 1 3 4 15 6 
21 3 3 1 3 1 11 4 
22 1 1 2 2 1 7 3 
23 1 1 1 4 1 8 3 
Grand Total  43  47  49  58  48  245  100 
Table B.12. Truck crashes by crash severity and year (2002–2006) 
Crash Severity Grand 
Year Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO Total
2006 1 2 3 
2005 1 2 1 4 8 
2004 2 1 3 
2003 1 2 3 6 
2002 2 2 
Grand Total 2 0 6 3 11 22 
Produced by: Josh Hinds Disclaimer: The information contained in this report was derived from crash data 
Date Produced: January from the Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) from December 5, 2007. 
10, 2007 All of the 2006 crash data are considered preliminary. Additionally, since the 
database from which these data were derived is actively being updated, edited, and 
reviewed, some of the fatality totals may differ from other Iowa DOT provided data. 
If errors or odd cases are found, please communicate the case number or send a 
printed crash report to Michael Pawlovich, Iowa DOT, Office of Traffic and Safety, 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010 (email Michael.Pawlovich@got.iowa.gov,
phone: (515) 239-1428.
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Figure B.4. U.S. Highway 52 Road Safety Audit: Map of truck crashes (2002–2006) 
Table B.13. Motorcycle crashes by crash severity and year (2003–2006) 
Crash Severity Grand 
Year Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO Total
2006 1 1 2 
2005 1 1 
2004 1 1 
2003 0 
2002 1 1 
Grand Total 0 1 3 1 0 5 
Produced by: Josh Hinds Disclaimer: The information contained in this report was derived from crash data 
Date Produced: January from the Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) from December 5, 2007. 
10, 2007 All of the 2006 crash data are considered preliminary. Additionally, since the 
database from which these data were derived is actively being updated, edited, and 
reviewed, some of the fatality totals may differ from other Iowa DOT provided data. 
If errors or odd cases are found, please communicate the case number or send a 
printed crash report to Michael Pawlovich, Iowa DOT, Office of Traffic and Safety, 
800 Lincoln Way, Ames, Iowa 50010 (email Michael.Pawlovich@got.iowa.gov,
phone: (515) 239-1428. 
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Figure B.5. U.S. Highway 52 : Motorcycle crashes (2002–2006) 
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Table B.14. Drivers’ age by year (2002–2006) 
Age Year Grand Total 
Percentage of
Total (%) 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 
14 & Under 1 1 0 
15 1 1 0 
16 6 3 4 3 16 5 
17 2 4 1 7 2 
18 1 4 3 1 9 3 
19 1  2  1  6  10  3  
20 2  3  4  2  11  3  
21 1 2 3 1 1 8 3 
22 2 3 4 9 3 
23 1 1 2 4 1 
24 2 3 2 7 2 
15-24 11 20 23 19 9 82 26 
25-34 14 9 7 11 9 50 16 
35-44 12  6  10  22  7  57 18 
45-54 11 12 12 8 15 58 18 
55-64 7  8  6  7  13  41 13 
65-74 2 6 7 4 3 22 7 
75-84 1 1 1 2 1 6 2 
85-94 0 0 
95+ 0 0 
Unknown 3 3 1 
Grand Total 61 62 66 74 57 320 100 
Table B.15. 14- to 24-year-old drivers involved in speed-related crashes by crash severity 
and driver age
Crash Severity Grand 
Driver Age Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO Total
14 1 1 
15 0 
16 2 1 1 4 
17 2 2 
18 1 4 2 7 
19 1 1 2 3 7 
20 1 1 
21 1 1 2 
22 1 2 3 
23 1 1 
24 2 3 1 6 
Grand Total 1 1 10 7 15 34 
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Table B.16. Crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by crash severity and manner of
collision 
Manner of Collision Crash Severity Grand TotalFatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO
Non-Collision 1 1 10 5 20 37 
Head-on 1 1 
Rear-End 2 5 7 
Angle, oncoming 
left turn 1 1 2 6 10 
Broadside 1 3 4 8 
Sideswipe, same 
direction 1 1 1 2 5 
Sideswipe, opposite
direction 1 1 
Unknown 10 10 
Total 1 3 14 14 47 79 
Table B.17. Crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by crash severity and day of the week  
Day of the Week
Sunday
Crash Severity Grand Total
Fatal
1 
Major Injury
1 
Minor Injury
1 
Possible/Unknown 
2 
PDO
5 10 
Monday 2 2 1 5 10 
Tuesday 1 3 8 12 
Wednesday 2 2 5 9 
Thursday 1 9 10 
Friday 3 3 6 12 
Saturday 1 5 3 11 20 
Total 1 4 15 14 49 83 
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Table B.18. Crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by driver age and day of the week 
Driver Age 
14 
Day of the Week Grand Total
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
1 1 
15 1 1 
16 1 3 2 2 1 1 6 16 
17 1 3 1 1 1 7 
18 1 2 2 1 1 2 9 
19 3 1 1 1 1 3 10 
20 2 2 2 2 2 1 11 
21 1 2 1 4 8 
22 4 2 1 2 9 
23 1 1 2 4 
24 1 1 1 1 3 7 
Grand Total 10 10 12 9 10 12 20 83 
Table B.19. Crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by crash time of day and crash 
severity 
Time Crash Severity Total
Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO
0:00 1 1 2 
1:00 1 1 
2:00 2 2 
3:00 1 1 
4:00 1 1 1 3 
5:00 2 2 
6:00 2 2 
7:00 1 3 4 
8:00 3 1 4 
9:00 1 1 
10:00 1 1 1 3 6 
11:00 0 
12:00 1 3 4 
13:00 2 1 1 4 
14:00 1 1 1 4 7 
15:00 4 6 10 
16:00 2 2 2 3 9 
17:00 1 3 4 
18:00 4 4 
19:00 1 1 
20:00 3 3 
21:00 1 4 5 
22:00 1 1 2 
23:00 2 2 
Total 1 4 15 14 49 83 
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Table B.20. Alcohol- or drug-related* crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by crash 
severity and driver age 
Driver Age Crash Severity Grand TotalFatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO
14 0 
15 0 
16 1 1 2 
17 1 1 
18 1 1 2 
19 0 
20 0 
21 1 1 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
Grand Total 0 1 1 0 4 6 
 * Alcohol or Drug Related = Refused Drug or Alcohol Test, Alcohol Results > 0.00, or Positive Drug Test  
Table B.21. Crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers and passengers by injury status and 
occupant protection 
Occupant Protection Injury Status Grand Total
Fatal Incapacitating Non-Incapacitating Possible
None Used 1 2 2 5 
Shoulder and Lap Belt Used 1 4 12 17 34 
Shoulder Belt Only Used 1 1 2 
Child Safety Seat Used 3 3 
Unknown 5 5 10 
Grand Total 1 5 20 28 54 
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Table B.22. Speed-related crashes involving 14–24 year old drivers by crash severity and 
driver age 
Driver Age 
14 
Crash Severity Grand Total
Fatal Major Injury Minor Injury Possible/Unknown PDO
1 1 
15 0 
16 2 1 1 4 
17 2 2 
18 1 4 2 7 
19 1 1 2 3 7 
20 1 1 
21 1 1 2 
22 1 2 3 
23 1 1 
24 2 3 1 6 
Grand Total 1 1 10 7 15 34 
B-16
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
****2006 Crash Data Are Considered Preliminary**** 
Produced By: Josh Hinds
Date Produced: November 24, 2007 
Disclaimer:
The information contained in this report was derived from crash data from the Iowa Department 
of Transportation from April 2, 2007. All of the 2006 crash data are considered preliminary.
Additionally, since the database from which these data were derived is actively being updated, 
edited, and reviewed, some of the fatality totals may differ form other Iowa DOT-provided data. 
If errors or odd cases are found, please communicate the case number or send a printed crash 
report to Michael Pawlovich, Iowa DOT Office of Traffic and Safety, 800 Lincoln Way, Ames, 
Iowa 50010 (email: Michael.Pawlovich@dot.iowa.gov; phone: (515) 239-1428). 
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 APPENDIX C. U.S. HIGHWAY 52 SPEED DATA 
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Project ID 
Street 
Capture Zone 
SpeedStat Version 2.3 11/96 
Dl 
us 52 
625 FT. W. OF HICKORY VALLEY DR. 
Direction(s) Facing West. Collected eastbound traffic only. 
Posted Speed Limit: 55 
Types of Vehicles : ALL 
Weather Conditions: CLOUDY 40S 
******************************************************************************* 
Date Range 
Time Range 
Direction(s) 
Types of Vehicles 
Filter Settings 
05/14/08 Through 05/14/08 
08:07:00A Through 10:07:00A 
Approaching 
All Vehicles 
******************************************************************************* 
Lowest Recorded Speed 
Highest Recorded Speed 
Average Speed 
Vehicles Observed 
10 MPH Pace Speed 
Percent In Pace Speed 
Percent Under Pace Speed 
Percent Over Pace Speed 
42 
63 
51. 8 
90 
47 Through 56 
75.6 
10.0 
14.4 
15th Percentile 
50th Percentile 
85th Percentile 
95th Percentile 
47 
52 
56 
58 
******************************************************************************* 
SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%- SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%-
30 0 0.0 0.0 56 10 11.1 85.6 
31 0 0.0 0.0 57 7 7.8 93.3 
32 0 0.0 0.0 58 3 3.3 96. 7 
33 0 0.0 0.0 59 2 2.2 98.9 
34 0 0.0 0.0 60 0 0.0 98.9 
35 0 0.0 0.0 61 0 0.0 98.9 
36 0 0.0 0.0 62 0 0.0 98.9 
37 0 0.0 0.0 63 1 1.1 100.0 
38 0 0.0 0.0 64 0 0.0 100.0 
39 0 0.0 0.0 65 0 0.0 100.0 
40 0 0.0 0.0 66 0 0.0 100.0 
41 0 0.0 0.0 67 0 0.0 100.0 
42 2 2.2 2.2 68 0 0.0 100.0 
43 0 0.0 2.2 69 0 0.0 100.0 
44 3 3.3 5.6 70 0 0.0 100.0 
45 1 1.1 6.7 71 0 0.0 100.0 
46 3 3.3 10.0 72 0 0.0 100.0 
47 7 7.8 17.8 73 0 0.0 100.0 
48 6 6.7 24.4 74 0 0.0 100.0 
49 7 7.8 32.2 75 0 0.0 100.0 
50 5 5.6 37.8 76 0 0.0 100.0 
51 8 8.9 46.7 77 0 0.0 100.0 
52 8 8.9 55.6 78 0 0.0 100.0 
53 7 7.8 63.3 79 0 0.0 100.0 
54 6 6.7 70.0 80 0 0.0 100.0 
55 4 4.4 74.4 
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Project ID 
Street 
Capture Zone 
SpeedStat Version 2.3 11/96 
D2 
us 52 
525 FT. W. OF MIDWAY RD. 
Direction(s) 
Posted Speed Limit: 
Facing West. Collected eastbound traffic only. 
55 
Types of Vehicles : ALL 
Weather Conditions: SUNNY SOS 
******************************************************************************* 
Date Range 
Time Range 
Direction(s) 
Types of Vehicles 
Filter Settings 
05/14/08 Through 05/14/08 
10:52:00A Through 12:52:00P 
Approaching 
All Vehicles 
******************************************************************************* 
Lowest Recorded Speed 
Highest Recorded Speed 
Average Speed 
Vehicles Observed 
10 MPH Pace Speed 
Percent In Pace Speed 
Percent Under Pace Speed 
Percent Over Pace Speed 
33 
64 
50.8 
85 
46 Through 55 
67.1 
15.3 
17.6 
15th Percentile 
50th Percentile 
85th Percentile 
95th Percentile 
45 
52 
58 
61 
******************************************************************************* 
SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%- SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%-
30 0 0.0 0.0 56 1 1. 2 83.5 
31 0 0.0 0.0 57 0 0.0 83.5 
32 0 0.0 0.0 58 4 4.7 88.2 
33 2 2.4 2.4 59 0 0.0 88.2 
34 0 0.0 2.4 60 2 2.4 90.6 
35 0 0.0 2.4 61 4 4.7 95.3 
36 0 0.0 2.4 62 2 2.4 97.6 
37 3 3.5 5.9 63 1 1. 2 98.8 
38 1 1. 2 7.1 64 1 1. 2 100.0 
39 2 2.4 9.4 65 0 0.0 100.0 
40 1 1. 2 10.6 66 0 0.0 100.0 
41 0 0.0 10.6 67 0 0.0 100.0 
42 2 2.4 12.9 68 0 0.0 100.0 
43 0 0.0 12.9 69 0 0.0 100.0 
44 1 1. 2 14.1 70 0 0.0 100.0 
45 1 1. 2 15.3 71 0 0.0 100.0 
46 4 4.7 20.0 72 0 0.0 100.0 
47 2 2.4 22.4 73 0 0.0 100.0 
48 6 7.1 29.4 74 0 0.0 100.0 
49 6 7.1 36.5 75 0 0.0 100.0 
50 6 7.1 43.5 76 0 0.0 100.0 
51 5 5.9 49.4 77 0 0.0 100.0 
52 7 8.2 57.6 78 0 0.0 100.0 
53 9 10.6 68.2 79 0 0.0 100.0 
54 4 4.7 72.9 80 0 0.0 100.0 
55 8 9.4 82.4 
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Project ID 
Street 
Capture Zone 
SpeedStat Version 2.3 11/96 
D3 
us 52 
200 FT. W. OF PFEILER RD. 
Direction(s) Facing West. Collected eastbound traffic only. 
Posted Speed Limit: 55 
Types of Vehicles : ALL 
Weather Conditions: SUNNY 60S 
******************************************************************************* 
Date Range 
Time Range 
Direction(s) 
Types of Vehicles 
Filter Settings 
05/14/08 Through 05/14/08 
01:38:00P Through 03:38:00P 
Approaching 
All Vehicles 
******************************************************************************* 
Lowest Recorded Speed 
Highest Recorded Speed 
Average Speed 
Vehicles Observed 
10 MPH Pace Speed 
Percent In Pace Speed 
Percent Under Pace Speed 
Percent Over Pace Speed 
42 
65 
52.9 
67 
49 Through 58 
70.1 
16.4 
13 .4 
15th Percentile 
50th Percentile 
85th Percentile 
95th Percentile 
48 
52 
58 
61 
******************************************************************************* 
SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%- SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%-
30 0 0.0 0.0 56 2 3.0 70.1 
31 0 0.0 0.0 57 5 7.5 77.6 
32 0 0.0 0.0 58 6 9.0 86.6 
33 0 0.0 0.0 59 4 6.0 92.5 
34 0 0.0 0.0 60 1 1. 5 94.0 
35 0 0.0 0.0 61 2 3.0 97.0 
36 0 0.0 0.0 62 0 0.0 97.0 
37 0 0.0 0.0 63 1 1. 5 98.5 
38 0 0.0 0.0 64 0 0.0 98.5 
39 0 0.0 0.0 65 1 1. 5 100.0 
40 0 0.0 0.0 66 0 0.0 100.0 
41 0 0.0 0.0 67 0 0.0 100.0 
42 1 1. 5 1. 5 68 0 0.0 100.0 
43 0 0.0 1. 5 69 0 0.0 100.0 
44 3 4.5 6.0 70 0 0.0 100.0 
45 1 1. 5 7.5 71 0 0.0 100.0 
46 2 3.0 10.4 72 0 0.0 100.0 
47 2 3.0 13 .4 73 0 0.0 100.0 
48 2 3.0 16.4 74 0 0.0 100.0 
49 7 10.4 26.9 75 0 0.0 100.0 
50 5 7.5 34.3 76 0 0.0 100.0 
51 3 4.5 38.8 77 0 0.0 100.0 
52 9 13 .4 52.2 78 0 0.0 100.0 
53 3 4.5 56.7 79 0 0.0 100.0 
54 4 6.0 62.7 80 0 0.0 100.0 
55 3 4.5 67.2 
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Project ID 
Street 
Capture Zone 
SpeedStat Version 2.3 11/96 
D4 
us 52 
JCT. US 52-BOY SCOUT RD. 
Direction(s) 
Posted Speed Limit: 
Facing west. Collected eastbound traffic only. 
50 
Types of Vehicles : ALL 
Weather Conditions: SUNNY SOS 
******************************************************************************* 
Date Range 
Time Range 
Direction(s) 
Types of Vehicles 
Filter Settings 
05/15/08 Through 05/15/08 
07:52:00A Through 09:52:00A 
Approaching 
All Vehicles 
******************************************************************************* 
Lowest Recorded Speed 
Highest Recorded Speed 
Average Speed 
Vehicles Observed 
10 MPH Pace Speed 
Percent In Pace Speed 
Percent Under Pace Speed 
Percent Over Pace Speed 
33 
55 
44.5 
107 
39 Through 48 
80.4 
7.5 
12.1 
15th Percentile 
50th Percentile 
85th Percentile 
95th Percentile 
40 
45 
48 
51 
******************************************************************************* 
SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%- SPEED COUNT PERCENT CUM.%-
30 0 0.0 0.0 56 0 0.0 100.0 
31 0 0.0 0.0 57 0 0.0 100.0 
32 0 0.0 0.0 58 0 0.0 100.0 
33 1 0.9 0.9 59 0 0.0 100.0 
34 1 0.9 1. 9 60 0 0.0 100.0 
35 0 0.0 1. 9 61 0 0.0 100.0 
36 1 0.9 2.8 62 0 0.0 100.0 
37 2 1. 9 4.7 63 0 0.0 100.0 
38 3 2.8 7.5 64 0 0.0 100.0 
39 6 5.6 13 .1 65 0 0.0 100.0 
40 3 2.8 15.9 66 0 0.0 100.0 
41 5 4.7 20.6 67 0 0.0 100.0 
42 8 7.5 28.0 68 0 0.0 100.0 
43 11 10.3 38.3 69 0 0.0 100.0 
44 9 8.4 46.7 70 0 0.0 100.0 
45 13 12.1 58.9 71 0 0.0 100.0 
46 9 8.4 67.3 72 0 0.0 100.0 
47 13 12.1 79.4 73 0 0.0 100.0 
48 9 8.4 87.9 74 0 0.0 100.0 
49 3 2.8 90.7 75 0 0.0 100.0 
50 3 2.8 93.5 76 0 0.0 100.0 
51 2 1. 9 95.3 77 0 0.0 100.0 
52 2 1. 9 97.2 78 0 0.0 100.0 
53 2 1. 9 99.1 79 0 0.0 100.0 
54 0 0.0 99.1 80 0 0.0 100.0 
55 1 0.9 100.0 
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Figure D.1. Strunk’s curve east of Luxemburg, Iowa 
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Figure D.2. County road Y-13 intersection 
D
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Figure D.3. Curves east of Bankston Park Road 
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Figure D.4. Cable rail east of Durango 
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APPENDIX E. NEWS MEDIA 
Correspondence between Brian Maiers, Mayor of Holy Cross, Iowa, and Tom Welch from
the Iowa DOT, regarding safety improvements on U.S. Highway 52 
From: Brian Maiers [mailto:brianm@johnsongroup.com]

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 10:33 AM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: Highway 52 

Good morning Tom, 

My name is Brian Maiers and I am Mayor of Holy Cross, Iowa. I recently read the article in the 

Telegraph Herald about the dangers of Highway 52 and your request for input on ways to reduce 

accidents. 

I grew up in Holy Cross and have been traveling Highway 52 from Holy Cross to Dubuque for 25 

years to work. The headline drew my attention immediately. After reading the article though, I,
 
along with many people in the area, are resolved to the fact the DOT again is not ready to fix the 

problems, but rather, put “feel good” bandages on the wounds by increasing signage and police 

patrols. 

I personally presented to the DOT directors at a meeting in Waverly a number of years ago about 

the condition of Highway 52. At that time, the board toured the highway in a bus and agreed it 

was very dangerous. Money was then added to the budget to apply a new layer of blacktop which 

is basic maintenance, however, the road shouldn’t have been allowed to deteriorate to such a 

poor level where the mayor of a small town has to ask for basic maintenance. It also didn’t fix
 
any of the problem corners. One of the DOT board members from Dubuque stated in that 

meeting they wouldn’t even drive Hwy 52 because of all the curves which should have carried 

some weight with the board. 

In addition, I wrote a letter to the head of the transportation board last year stressing the dangers 

of highway 52 I did get a response back stating there wasn’t much they could do due to budgetary
 
constraints. Trust me, I understand budgetary constraints being mayor of a small town. But I also 

see the value of long term planning on a project like this to save lives. 

There are 5 corners and 1 intersection from the top of the Gillespie Hill (but not including
 
Gillespie Hill) to Luxemburg which if fixed, would reduce the number of accidents tremendously
 
1) Strunk’s corner (2 miles south of Luxemburg)
 
2) Neuman’s corner (intersection of Y13 & Hwy 52) 

3) Bankston Park Road (2 miles south of Holy Cross) 

4) Cottage Hill Cemetary (2 miles north of Rickardsville) 

5) Bottom of Rickardsville Hill (in city of Rickardsville) 

6) Shufflebutts Corner (2 miles south of Rickardsville) 
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Gillespie Hill is a whole different story by itself and would require a huge undertaking.
Then from Gillespie Hill to Sageville, the S-curve by Eichman’s Gas Station is very dangerous. 
If the DOT would take a long range approach to these problems and correct one corner every 2nd 
or 3rd year (most dangerous first), lives could be saved and injuries could be avoided. It also 
wouldn’t create such a crunch on the budget. Over a period of 10-15 years, 3-5 of the problem 
corners are eliminated. 
The article in the TH mentioned spending $2 million dollars to add signs. The only sign that
make a difference are signs that hit the emotion of the person driving such as “5 people DIED on 
this corner, please don’t make it 6, slow down,” or “10 accidents at this corner since 2000, don’t 
make it 11, slow down.” Please DON’T waste our tax money by placing signs unless they truly
hit the emotion of the drivers, otherwise, our money is poorly spent. Those of us who pay taxes 
would much prefer to actually fix the problem. 
Needless to say, those of us who travel Highway 52 frequently have pretty much given up on the 
fact the DOT will ever fix the problems. Unfortunately, it is a reality we live with, and hopefully, 
for many more years. 
Sincerely,
Brian Maiers 
Mayor, Holy Cross Iowa 
nighttime-rumble-strip.jpg
From: Welch, Tom [DOT]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008 12:36 PM 

To: 'Brian Maiers'
 
Subject: RE: Highway 52 

Mayor Maiers: 

Having driven US- 52 north of Dubuque several times and recently completing a multi 

disciplinary safety review of the corridor, as a Safety Engineer I greatly appreciate the local
 
desire for major safety improvements to this corridor. As you pointed out, the DOT is not in a 

position financially to make major improvements to this corridor as we have to focus on 

pavement and bridge improvements with our limited funds. However, the DOT has two safety
 
programs which can be used to make low cost safety improvements to intersections or other 

locations along highway corridors US-52 is a candidate project for these safety funds. 

Mayor Maiers, I want to ensure you that the safety improvements we are considering go well 

beyond "spending $2 million dollars to add signs." We are only looking at a small number of 
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additional signs and signing improvements at selected curves. There are a number of other safety
improvements we are considering along this entire corridor. 
While the curvilinear alignment and narrow shoulders along US-52 are a contributing factor to 
many of the crashes, driver behavior along the corridor is a major contributing factor in most of 
the crashes. In the 5 year period from 2002 through 2006 there were 143 crashes between 
Luxemburg and the intersection with the NW Arterial near Dubuque. This does not include the 
103 animal related crashes. 
Speeding or driving too fast for conditions was a factor in 80 of those 143 crashes - over one half 
of all crashes. Six of the thirteen fatal and major injury crashes involved an impaired driver. In
fact, this section of US-52 has one of the highest number of impaired driver fatal and major 
injury crashes per mile of roadway in the State of Iowa. Both of these type of crashes generally
involve a single vehicle running off the road. As you can see there is also a need for driver 
behavior "improvements' along this corridor. Additional targeted enforcement will help address 
driver behavior. 
A Safety Review team, including staff from the Departments of Transportation and Public 
Safety, the State Patrol, the Dubuque County Sheriffs office, Iowa State University Center for 
Transportation Research and Education and Willy Wagner, the former Fire Chief from Holy
Cross, conducted a very thorough review of the crash data and day/night field review of the entire 
corridor in late November. We did look at all of the locations you mention in your letter. 
We are currently preparing a report on our safety review Alternatives being considered include 
paving the shoulders, adding shoulder rumble strips and painting the edge line through the 
shoulder rumble strips (see attached). This countermeasure has the potential of reducing single 
vehicle run off the road crashes by about 20 %, more so at curves. They also provide improved 
edge line visibility at night and in the fog. Vehicles crossing the centerline are another area of 
concern to locals and is reflected in the crash data. Centerline rumble strips have been proven to 
substantially reduce cross centerline crashes. When both of these type of rumble strips are 
installed on a curvilinear roadway they have a traffic calming effect on motorists. We are also 
looking at low cost minor intersection improvements along the corridor as well as other 
improvements. Willy Wagner was particularly helpful is pointing out the safety concerns at these
intersections. 
At this time we have conducted the study to identify potential improvements. There are no 
approved improvements or funding for the improvements. As safety funding becomes available 
the DOT will consider including low cost safety improvements to US-52 in our 5 Year Safety
Program. Further, these improvements will likely be made over a number of years, as a series of 
smaller projects at specific locations, just as you suggested Mayor Maiers.  
I recognize this is not the level of improvement you and others are seeking along US-52. But, it 
really is the best we can do at this time, given the limited funding we have and all the highway
improvement needs we face in Iowa. 
Please feel free to contact me if you have additional recommendations for improvements along
this corridor. 
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Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
From: Brian Maiers [mailto:brianm@johnsongroup.com]

Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2008 1:45 PM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: RE: Highway 52 

Hi Tom, 

I want to thank you for responding so thoroughly to my email. This is a very emotional subject 

for people who travel the road and the article just seemed to bring it to a head, especially for me
 
since I’ve been involved with this subject for a while now. 

You’re the first person from the DOT who actually appears to have spent some time and truly
 
understands the problems as opposed to some of the DOT directors, who have made decisions in 

the past without even traveling the road. I think some of your suggestions are good in the short 

term, however, the long range fix is still my goal. I know some of the landowners on the 

mentioned corners and based on conversations with them, they’d be very receptive to either 

selling or swapping ground (if it fit into their property) to improve safety on that highway.
 
Thanks for your time Tom. Information is a wonderful thing and please keep us (people in the 

area) informed of any upcoming improvements. Information is always a good buffer from 

resistance to change. 

I’m going to keep your name on file for future reference if that is okay.
 
Brian
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Correspondence from a concerned citizen to Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding safety 
improvements on U.S. Highway 52 at Paradise Valley Road 
From: BuffWerner@aol.com [mailto:BuffWerner@aol.com]  

Sent: Sunday, December 30, 2007 5:54 PM
 
To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: Safety Corridor - Highway 52 Durango, IA - Paradise Valley Road 

Dear Mr. Welch: 

 I am writing to request that you take a very serious look at putting a turning lane and widening
 
the road, possibly changing the curve of the road where Highway 52 connects to Paradise Valley
 
Road just north of Durango, IA. 

My family, neighbors and friends drive this stretch and we often are telling each other of how 

"lucky" we were not to be rear-ended while waiting to turn off highway 52. In addition, I cannot 

tell you the number of accidents there - reported and perhaps not. We are always fishing out
 
people that miss the curve traveling south there and take out the stop sign. I cannot tell you how 

many times I have seen just a hint of a car peeking out of the ditch and had to investigate to se if 

anyone remained in the car. Last year there were at least seven accidents there. 

Coming home from work daily, I frequently have opportunity to observe. I don't know that speed 

always the problem on this road. I followed a young driver that repeatedly crossed the center line 

and was completely on the wrong side of the road at 4:30 PM. In addition this year alone between 

deer on the road, people in my lane across the center line or from rear ending, I myself have had 

around 10 dangerous "incidents" where I felt that my vehicle or life were in jeopardy. My
 
husband has hit two deer, and feels he has had a total of 6 "incidents." This road is narrow and 

curvy. Semi's are frequently across the center line as are people that are sight seeing or traveling
 
it rarely. PLEASE blast some of the hillsides away and put in some safe turning areas from 

Sageville to Holy Cross. We really beg you to work on the Paradise Valley turn. 

Sincerely,

Connie and Greg Werner 
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Thank you for your input on US-52, we greatly appreciate the local input we are receiving
Because of our severe budget limitations we will not likely be able to accomplish any major 
widening or new turn lane lanes. But we will take a closer look at the Paradise Valley
intersection. 
The shoulder and centerline rumble strips we propose should address many of the other safety
issues you mentioned. 
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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Correspondence between a concerned citizen and Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding
safety on U.S. Highway 52 
From: Luke Godirt [mailto:godirtracin@yahoo.com]

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 1:39 PM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: 

I am writing regarding the front page article in the TH last week. The topic was about putting a 

band aid on highway 52 North 2 million dollars on signs and police patrol. Don't peoples lives
 
matter to you? How about putting that money towards fixing the dangerous curves where people 

have lost their lives. There is enough crosses and memorial signs along that highway to tell you 

where these dangerous curves are. 

Also in most areas there is no shoulder to pull over on in an emergency.
 
This highway has been neglected long enough, I would like our tax money spent wisely for a 

change on this highway.
 
Help save some lives, do the right thing.
 
Sincerely,
 
Karen Goedert 

From: Welch, Tom [DOT]  

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2008 4:13 PM 

To: 'Luke Godirt'
 
Subject: RE:  

I appreciate your desire for a major reconstruction of this highway MsGoedert. Currently the 

DOT does not have funding for an extensive reconstruction of US-52 or even the improvements 

we are looking at. We will make what improvements we can with any funding which becomes 

available in the future That is the best we can do with our current budget which has to focus on 

repairing and maintaining roadway pavements and bridges.  

Tom Welch, PE 

State Transportation Safety Engineer 

Iowa Dept of Transportation 

515-239-1267 

"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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Correspondence from a concerned citizen to Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding safety
 
concerns on U.S. Highway 52. 

From: bdvorwald@yousq.net [mailto:bdvorwald@yousq.net]

Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2007 10:07 PM
 
To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: input on hwy 52 North 

Dear Tom
 
My names is Debbie Vorwald and I live in Rickardsville Iowa right on highway 52. Actually I
 
have been born and raised in Rickardsville, and have been driving 52 since I've been 16 years 

old, which is approximately 30 years. 

I feel the two biggest issues with the highway are semi's and people unfamiliar with the road and 

driving to fast. 

As a local to the highway you know where the bad corners are and all the bad areas in the winter 

that my need extra caution. Second are the semi's as far as I'm concerned they don't belong on 52. 

They drive way too fast to handle the corners. Living in Rickardsville the speed limit in front of 

our house is 45mph. I can confidently say they fly by 60 plus miles per hour! I realize Paisley
 
trucking is on highway 52 and should be grandfathered in. They are not the problem they are very
 
considerate, obey the laws and know the road. 

As far as doubling the fines why should we be penalize. Were not the ones getting in the 

accidents. 

Thank you for your time; 

Debbie Vorwald 
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Correspondence from a concerned citizen to Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding safety 
issues on U.S. Highway 52 
From: Cowelldavidj@aol.com [mailto:Cowelldavidj@aol.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2008 2:08 PM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: Hwy 52 

I am writing in regards to safety issues on highway 52 north of Dubuque that was discussed in 

the Dubuque Telegraph Herald. I live off Paradise Valley Road, which intersects with 52 

approximately 3/4 miles north of Durango. I have been traveling 52 almost daily for more than
 
26 years and have witnessed many accidents, especially at our intersection. The intersection of 

Paradise Valley Road and 52 are on a curve with hills and trees directly on the north side of 52. If
 
you are traveling north and have to stop for oncoming traffic to make the turn, cars following you 

have a hard time stopping by the time they see you. I make sure I turn my signal on well in 

advance. however if there are several oncoming vehicles coming you have been sitting there to 

long. You constantly watch your rear view mirror and there have been occasions I have had to
 
take off to avoid getting rear ended. There should be a turn lane or at least a paved shoulder to 

pass the stopped vehicle. 

 Also, the section from Sageville to Galespie Hill has many areas were there is no place to pull 

off the road. The trees and brush are growing right to the edge of the road in many spots. Several 

years ago I hit a deer between Durango and Clay Hill Road. My truck was heavenly damaged and 

I was only able to get out of the flow of traffic by crossing the road and driving into a small ditch. 

This section of road needs to be widened somehow so a person can pull off the road. 

I would like to thank you for the opportunity for citizens to air their opinions. 

David Cowell 

18383 Paradise Hts 

Durango, IA
 
No, we thank YOU for your input Mr. Cowell. We do not drive this road on a regular basis as 
you and others do. We only have the crash data for previous crashes. The information on the near 
misses is very important information. We have a very limited budget for this project. As such, 
turn lanes and roadway widening may not occur initially. However, there may be other safety
funding opportunities for turn lanes at a specific location is the crash history supports the 
improvements. 
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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Correspondence from a citizen to Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding improvements 
on U.S. Highway 52 
From: spookcave@aol.com [mailto:spookcave@aol.com]

Sent: Sunday, December 30, 2007 3:01 PM
 
To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: US 52 

Hi Tom, 

Glad to see that the highway I travel every day will finally get some upgrades. 

I would suggest that the yellow and white lines be painted. In many areas they are very hard to 

see - especially in the fog.
 
Also I noticed that trees and brush have been cut down along the hillsides but never picked up. 

Some on this trash obstructs your vision around the many hilly corners of the highway. Adding
 
more gravel to the shoulders would be great. 

If you ever have to pull over, there is no safe place to stop. 

Yes, Hwy 52 is very curvy but it is also a very beautiful stretch of highway in the spring and fall. 

Thanks. 

Therese Maiers 

Holy Cross, Iowa 

Thank you for your input on US-52. Paving the narrow shoulders and placing in shoulder rumble 
strips will allow us to paint the edge lines into the rumble strips. This will greatly enhance the
visibility of the edge lines at night, in the rain and in the fog. This will also eliminate the edge
ruts in the shoulder. It is very difficult to maintain the shoulders on a roadway like US-52  
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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Correspondence between a concerned citizen and Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT, regarding
needed improvements at the intersection of U.S. Highway 52 and Paradise Valley Road 
From: Jennifer Tolbert [mailto:jennifer.j.tolbert@gmail.com]  

Sent: Saturday, February 16, 2008 5:02 PM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT] 

Subject: US 52 Safety Improvements 

Hello Mr. Welch,  

I'm Jennifer Tolbert, a prior resident of the Durango area for over 20 years. I caught word of your 

safety improvements on US 52. Please consider the area where Paradise Valley meets US 52. I
 
made this turn many times in the years I lived in Iowa and it is extremely dangerous. A mixture
 
of not being able to see around the bend and cars moving faster than speed limits make it difficult 

to get across the road. I have had many personal, frightening experiences here and have always
 
wished that someone would do something about it. I worry about my friends and family who live 

nearby and must take this turn every day.
 
Thank you for your consideration. Please feel free to contact me for any further information at 

the number below. 

Sincerely,

Jennifer Tolbert 

Safety Engineer 

801-671-2159 

On Feb 18, 2008 7:45 AM, Welch, Tom [DOT] <Tom.Welch@dot.iowa.gov> wrote: 
Yet another contributing factor is vehicles which may not be exceeding the speed limit but are 
exceeding the advisory speeds for the curves. The State Patrol and Sheriff say it is very difficult
to manage speeds along US-52 as there are very few safe locations to pull motorists off the road. 
As such the State Patrol will start doing some aerial speed enforcement and pull vehicles off the
road at the top or bottom of the roadway.
Because of difficult budget conditions the best we can do is $500,000 to $1,000,000 of 
improvements a year over the next 3 to 4 years. We will start this year with replacing all curve
warning and curve chevrons (and adding more chevrons at more curves) with larger florescent
yellow signs. These bigger brighter curve chevron signs help motorist "read" the sharpness of the 
curve. 
We will also pave the shoulders through a number of curves and add both shoulder and centerline 
rumble stripEs (lane lines will painted through the rumble strips). We feel this will have a traffic
calming effect on motorists as they will need to "work" to stay off the rumble strips. 
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Improvements will also be made to the CoRD Y13 intersection this year, if funding allows. 
Speed enforcement will be increased and we will engage the local media to report on the number 
of speeding citations being issued on US-52. 
If you have any specific suggested improvements for us to consider please let me know. 
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
Tom, 
Thank you for your response. I believe that your plan for improvements along US52 is good, 
especially for the amount of money you have in your budget. Paving the shoulder around the 
Paradise Valley intersection (as well as others) would help visibility in order to see oncoming
traffic better. Out of all the suggestions, this particular "fix" would be the best for this area - 
along with better speed patrol. I look forward to seeing the proposed changes when I come back 
to visit. 
Sincerely,
Jennifer Tolbert 
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Correspondence between Tom Welch of the Iowa DOT and Tom McDonald, Safety Circuit
Rider at CTRE, regarding additional safety improvements to U.S. Highway 52 
At 07:48 AM 12/31/2007, Welch, Tom [DOT] wrote: 
A local trucker called me and suggested the following low cost improvements be considered; 
1. South of Durango is a passing lane, but the site distance into the passing lane is restricted by
overhanging trees. 
2. The first curve east of Durango "Strunks curve (corner)" he says has been the source of 
numerous fatal/major injuries. He would like the curve flattened, but I told him that was beyond 
the scope of our "low cost improvements at best we can pave the shoulders and enhance the 
curve signing.
He really wanted us to blast the bluff back and add passing lanes. 
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
-----Original Message----- 

From: Thomas J Mcdonald [mailto:tmcdonal@iastate.edu]

Sent: Monday, December 31, 2007 8:32 AM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT]; Jack Latterell; Gourley, Arthur [DOT]; Wilson, Steve [DOT]
 
Subject: Re: US-52 Safety review  

I can add these suggestions to the final rsa report, but it might be better if we could locate that
 
curve more accurately. I don't see a curve east of Durango with a serious crash history, at least 

over the past five years. The "lost" fatal that Sheriff Runde brought up was at a private road 

intersection. Could Art locate this curve more accurately? Thanks - Tom 
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Safety: Several steps suggested 
Continued from Page 1A 
most accidents. 
"The speed is only 50 on a good portion of 
that stretch. We don't want the limit to be lower. 
If people just drove 50 and paid attention to 
marks and signage, the area would be fine," 
said Runde. "In the area by Bankston Park Road, 
most people (who) are losing control--: they're 
driving too fast for the conditions." 
In addition to a driver's choice to speed, al-
cohol also might be a problem. IDOT statistics 
show that between 2001 and 2005 there were 
five fatal and major injury accidents .involving 
impaired drivers on the stretch of road. 
Just how a safety corridor will address these 
issuesis part of the reason why Runde, an Iowa 
State trooper and retired Holy Cross Fire Chief 
Willis Wagner piled into a van with IDOT offi-
cials and drove the highway to view the safety 
hazards. · 
Wagner said he wanted to see some changes 
on the stretch of U.S. 52 that intersects with 
Holy Cross Road. 
As a result, changes were suggested for the 
way the lines in the intersection are marked. 
Paving the shoulders and cutting down trees and 
brush also was suggested. 
Some other improvements suggested included 
paving the shoulders, adding signs to urge mo-
torists to slow down, adding rumble strips on 
the sides and middle of the road, making signs 
and markings brighter, adding more signs or 
flashing signs and increasing traffic enforcement 
by making it easier for authorities to safely pull 
over cars. 
These improvements would cost about $2 mil-
lion at most, according to Welch. He said this 
amount was low compared to most highway 
improvements. 
According to Welch, !DOT management 
might consider the recommendations as soon 
as spring. After that, he said recommendations 
will be brought to local citizens for input. 
The focus on U.S. 52 is part of IDOT's attempt 
to identify the 5,000 miles of roadway with the 
greatest crash history in the state in response to 
a new federal push. 
"A lot of the states did not always spend their 
safety money in the worst places first. Congress 
is trying to force us to spend money where there 
are problems, and I think Congress is correct in 
doing this," said Welch. 
Welch added that a decision by Iowa law-
makers to double traffic fines in the corridor 
also could make the road safer. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
   
 
  
  
 
Email interview notes for a news story regarding the U.S. Highway 52 Dubuque County 
Safety Corridor study 
From: tom.welch@dot.iowa.gov [mailto:tom.welch@dot.iowa.gov]  

Sent: Thursday, December 27, 2007 2:14 PM
 
To: Richardson, Nancy [DOT]; Wilkinson, Lee [DOT]; Gray-Fisher, Dena [DOT]; Baird, 

Elizabeth [DOT]
 
Cc: Welch, Tom [DOT]; Gent, Steve [DOT]; Dillavou, Mitchell [DOT];
 
Mahoney, Kevin [DOT]; Jerman, Troy [DOT]; Schnoebelen, Jim [DOT]; Yanna, 

Kenneth [DOT]
 
Subject: US-52 Dubuque County Safety Corridor study
 
Type of Contact: Media 
Date Of Contact: 12/27/2007 
Time of Contact: 1:00 PM 
Contacted By: Katie Wiedemann 

Business/Office: KCRG TV 

City:   Cedar Rapids 

State: Iowa 

Phone Number: 563-543-6279 

Fax Number:  ___-___-____ 

E-Mail:  katie.wiedemann@KCRG.com  

Submitted By: Tom welch 

Office: Safety
 
Phone Number: 515-239-1267 

Subject of Contact: 

US-52 Dubuque to Holy Cross safety corridor study

Discussion/Response: 

Q: Why did we selected this highway for the safety corridor study?
A: The narrow curvilinear road presents driving challenges to motorists. It has a high incident of 
impaired driver, speed related, young driver and single vehicle run off the road crashes (crash 
data associated with these were provided to her). 
Q: What are we recommending?
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A: We are looking at multidisciplinary safety countermeasures. Those on the safety review 
included engineers, State and County enforcement officers, a local former emergency response 
person and older drivers. 
Alternatives being considered include paved shoulders, shoulder rumble strips, centerline rumble 
strips, minor intersection improvements, improved signing, increased enforcement (including
aerial enforcement), and using the local media to reinforce the need to drive carefully in this
corridor as well as report on the number of citations being issued and crashes along the corridor 
on a regular basis. 
Q: When will these be implemented?
A: At this point we are just working on the development of the alternatives and study report. 
Once that is completed we will submit our recommendations to the DOT and DPS management 
staff for review direction. 
Additional follow-up is required. 
Description of follow up: 
none 
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Correspondence regarding approval of radar for safety corridor purchase 
Radar for Safety Corridor purchase approved  
The request from Sergeant Pothoff to Randy Hunefeld was forwarded to me and I am approving
the radar purchase portion of the request. 
(I would have contacted him, but I don't have a phone number or email address.)  
Laser Unit $2500  
MPH Radar $4500, $7000 
I believe the budget is also fine for the overtime, but we haven't confirmed that process yet. We 
will work with GTSB and determine that process a bit later. 
Please send me a quote/bid from the company and I will authorize your office to have the units 
shipped to you. (Email or FAX is fine.)  
You can pay the bill and send documentation for reimbursing your office or have the items billed 
to DOT to my attention. Please advise which you prefer when you send the quote. 
If you would like the invoice paid direct to the vendor, we will need a W9 from them to expedite 
the payment.
<<fw9[1].pdf>>  
Feel free to call or have Sergeant Potthoff call with any questions. 
<<scan0002.jpg>> <<scan0001.jpg>>  
Thank you!  
Mary Stahlhut  
"One Death is One Too Many"
CHSP Project Manager  
Office of Traffic and Safety
Iowa Department of Transportation  
800 Lincoln Way
Ames, Iowa 50010  
Ph: 515.239.1169 
FAX: 515.239.1891  
fw9[1].pdf fw9[1].pdf  
scan00021.jpg
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Correspondence among Iowa DOT officials regarding the use of centerline rumble strips
-----Original Message----- 

From: Thomas J Mcdonald [mailto:tmcdonal@iastate.edu]

Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2008 12:23 PM 

To: Gourley, Arthur [DOT]
 
Cc: Welch, Tom [DOT]; shallmar@iastate.edu; jerry.roche@fhwa.dot.gov; 

Jacklatt@aol.com 

Subject: US 52 improvements 

Art: I think you have some good proposals for incremental improvements on US 52 and I would 

be happy to offer any suggestions you desire. From my review of the crash data, I would suggest 

the following for your consideration: 

Improve the curves with the poorest crash history first, which to me looks like the section from 

Bankston Park Road easterly possible a mile or so, but my map doesn't have a scale, you can
 
estimate that from the crash maps we provided at the RSA review. Second priority would by
 
Struck's curve, which is a much shorter section. At $5k/station you should be able to do them 

both for the funds you are anticipating. If not, Struck's curve might be a good location for 

Shauna's dynamic curve sign. Of course, you would also want to make the needed improvements 

we discussed at the Y-13 intersection, mostly relocating the centerline on the south approach and 

consider removing or at least reducing the size of the STOP sign island. Another intersection to 

consider for improvement would be Paradise Valley, which has a poor crash history.
 
St. Joseph Street in Rickardsville would be another. Proposed improvements at these two 

locations would need to be determined from examining the crash data and field exam. The IA 32 

intersection and the project termini also needs attention, if some low cost solutions can be 

identified, signal visibility from the north being one. 

For signing improvements, again curves should merit priority, but I would recommend you 

decide a criteria for application, based on crash history but also something like degree of curve. 

There are many options available for consideration such as fluorescent sheeting, 48 inch curve 

signs, large and fluorescent chevrons, increased size and fluorescent for the advisory speed 

plaques (an often overlooked improvement that is particularly important here), double signing,
 
flags, etc. Where is use each of these options could be decided based on crash history and degree 

of curve. You wouldn't want to treat a curve that had a poor history while leaving a similar curve 

untreated. Also, if you haven't done so recently you might want to re-check the advisory speeds. 

I would suggest rumble stripes for all edge lines through the improved areas, but centerline 

rumbles should be used only where a cross centerline crash history indicates a benefit and I don't 

think we have that here (my opinion only). 

As I said I would be happy to provide comments where ever you think you would like them and 

could participate in your field reviews if I have an open date when scheduled. I will be in 

Buchanan County on Tuesday, weather permitting, if you would like to discuss any of these 

thoughts, let me know, afternoon would be best as I have a workshop until noon at the county
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office. In any regard, I will see you and Steve here at CTRE on Wednesday, so that would work 
also. 
Thanks Art, Tom 
I support the use of the centerline rumble strips for two reasons, 
1. Traffic calming-perceived narrower roadway, you have to work to keep your vehicle between
the rumble strips.  
2. reports I have revived for the locals concerning near misses from motorists crossing the 
centerline.
Should be an interesting meeting Wednesday.  
Tom Welch, PE 
State Transportation Safety Engineer 
Iowa Dept of Transportation 
515-239-1267 
"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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Correspondence among DOT officials regarding the cost of chevron signs for sign upgrades 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Wilson, Steve [DOT]

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 9:20 AM 

To: 'Thomas J Mcdonald'; Welch, Tom [DOT]; Gourley, Arthur [DOT]
 
Cc: Schnoebelen, Jim [DOT]; Yanna, Kenneth [DOT]; Gresslin, Gretchen 

[DOT]; Shanahan, David [DOT]
 
Subject: Safety Corridor 3/52 Luxemburg to Dubuque Sign Upgrades 

Attached is a spreadsheet with estimated quantities and costs, not including labor, to replace all 

warning signs, chevrons, etc. on 3/52 from Luxemburg to Iowa 32 at Dubuque with the bright 

yellow sheeting and larger sizes.  

This estimate does not allow for the occasional existing sign that may remain: these would be 

minimal compared to those which are not over-size nor the bright yellow.  

-----Original Message----- 

From: Welch, Tom [DOT]  

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 12:36 PM 

To: Crouch, Tim [DOT]; Younkin, Kurtis [DOT]; Matulac, David [DOT]
 
Cc: 'Thomas J Mcdonald'; Wilson, Steve [DOT]; Jerry.roche@fhwa.dot.gov 

Subject: FW: Safety Corridor 3/52 Luxemburg to Dubuque Sign Upgrades 

Any concerns about this demonstration SAFETY corridor signing improvement - note use of 36 

x 48 chevrons. I think we were using 30 x 36 at other high crash curves funded with safety funds. 

Tom Welch, PE 

State Transportation Safety Engineer 

Iowa Dept of Transportation 

515-239-1267 

 "While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
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30" x 36" is the size of chevron that has been used in the past at high crash curve locations. 
Will new brackets or posts be needed for the larger chevrons?
Kurtis Younkin 
Iowa DOT 
Traffic and Safety
515-239-1184 
kurtis.younkin@dot.iowa.gov  
From: Crouch, Tim [DOT]

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2008 5:32 PM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT]; Younkin, Kurtis [DOT]; Matulac, David [DOT]
 
Cc: 'Thomas J Mcdonald'; Wilson, Steve [DOT]; Jerry.roche@fhwa.dot.gov 

Subject: RE: Safety Corridor 3/52 Luxemburg to Dubuque Sign Upgrades 

I would question the need for the oversized signs in some of these locations. If we don't have 

chevrons currently, why do we need to go to the largest size right away, 36 X 48 is huge and will 

look very big on the road. We have many other curves around the state that may have higher 

numbers, but don't have this size of chevron. 

Why go to 48" stop signs on the side streets if there is no problem with the drivers seeing the 

current stop signs. If there is a history of ran stop sign type of crashes, then maybe they are 

needed. 

No real problem with the larger warning signs. 

My main concern is the justification, why this location and not others around the state. Are we 

setting a new standard that will require us to go to larger signs across the state?
 
The spread sheet lists 24" plaques, are these the right size plaques for the new larger signs? Need 

to check the MUTCD, I don't know what plaques they are or what warning signs they are 

installed with. 

Tim 
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From: Welch, Tom [DOT] [mailto:Tom.Welch@dot.iowa.gov]  

Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2008 7:39 AM 

To: Crouch, Tim [DOT]; Younkin, Kurtis [DOT]; Matulac, David [DOT]
 
Cc: Thomas J Mcdonald; Wilson, Steve [DOT]; Roche, Jerry; Gent, Steve [DOT]
 
Subject: RE: Safety Corridor 3/52 Luxemburg to Dubuque Sign Upgrades 

Part of the rationalization for doing something above and beyond standards would be that this 

would a pilot study in a newly established safety corridor. 

We are down sizing the chevrons, going too fast through the curvilinear alignment has been a big
 
problem - it is not that they are exceeding the speed limit. Your call on sign size Tim.  

Tom Welch, PE 

State Transportation Safety Engineer 

Iowa Dept of Transportation 

515-239-1267 

"While the mission is roads...the GOAL is safety"
 
From: Roche, Jerry [mailto:Jerry.Roche@fhwa.dot.gov]
 
Sent: Thu 2/7/2008 7:43 AM 

To: Welch, Tom [DOT]; Crouch, Tim [DOT]; Younkin, Kurtis [DOT]; Matulac, David [DOT]
 
Cc: Thomas J Mcdonald; Wilson, Steve [DOT]; Gent, Steve [DOT]
 
Subject: RE: Safety Corridor 3/52 Luxemburg to Dubuque Sign Upgrades 

Just some supporting information - the curves did have chevrons, but they were the standard size, 

not florescent, and had been out there for quite some time. 

Jerry
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I would suggest going to the 30 X 36 fluorescent chevrons. This makes two changes on these 
curves - larger size and fluorescent. We have been doing this on other curves around the state, 
but have done no follow-up, that I am aware of, on the effectiveness. 
Unless there is a problem with ran stop sign crashes, I would prefer to not increase the size of the 
side street stop signs. 
Tom, you mention that this is a pilot study in a newly established safety corridor. With 
everything that is proposed to be done in this corridor, how will we know which "change"
improved the safety in the corridor? I assume CTRE or someone has been hired to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the program.
Part of my questions are out of ignorance. I have not been involved in this program and am not 
fully aware of what is being done. 
Tim 
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Table F.1. U.S. Highway 52/Iowa 3 warning sign replacement estimated costs 
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HOLY CROSS 
P.o.c. Sta, 558+7<J.<J3 (US 52) 
P.0,T. Sta. 1558+63.83 (Y-13) 
0 
Double Yellow Paint Lines 
SCALE 
25 
Feet 
50 
560 
557 
!'.l 
' >-
• 
• 
• 
g de!lneators at 20' spacing . 
The northern most del1neator shall 
be placed adjacent to the north 
end of the radius . 
A single 'White button shall be placed 
on each post facing southerly so 
that the button face is roughly 
parallel to the centerline of US 52. 
• IDOT to furnish delineators to 
Dubuque County for installation. 
• Dubuque County 'w'i I I be responsible 
for future matntenance of the 
proposed dellneators. 
Remove and Re lace 
48 11 Stop Sign 
[:=:J Pavement Removal 
p~~OO'f~ 
&:f INTERSECTION OF 
US 52 & COUNTY ROAD Y-13 
DUBUQUE COUNTY 
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I;~ Iowa Department of Transportation 
~ Highway Division 
PLANS OF PROPOSED IMPROVEMENT ON THE 
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lWM~M@M~ ~@MIMYW 
HMA PAV'T WIDENING WITH HMA RESURFACING 
At various locations from Iowa 32 1n Dubuque 
northwesterly to Iowa 136 1n Luxemburg 
SCAl.!SIAIKot.d 
~"'IOWA: 
@ li 
II Y•l1.1111Eng1nea11rog5-. R.rr1rloArUcht 1105.1'5orU.Spaclflc.atltn. II 
I For Project Location Map I Refer to Sheet No. A.02 
0E)IHJ2 lOH 
DESIGN DATA RURAL 
2006 AAOT 
20 AAOT 
20 DHV 
TRUCKS 
Tot.I 
Dcrngn ESALs 
~V.P.O. 
__ -_V,P.0, 
__ ··_V.P.H. 
__ ll_Z 
'lDD.DDO 
REVISIONS 
PROJECT IOENTIFICATION NUMBER 
08-31-052-010 
PROJECT NUMBER 
HSIPX-s2-2cqs )--3L-3l 
R.O.W. PROJECT NUMBER 
INDEX OF SHEETS 
No. 
A.I 
A.2 
B.1-
B.3 
Oc~rtpUon 
TffiE 5l£E1 
LOCATION MAP 
TYPICAL CROSS SECTIONS 
C.I· 
c.5 ESTIMATE OF QUANTITIES, ESTIMATE REFERENCE INFORMATION, AND T ABULAT!ONS 
01v. 
u.1 -
u.2 DETAIL SHEETS 
MILEAGE SUMMARY 
Locotlon LJn. Ft. 
St.a. 150+23 to Sta. 278+ .. 8.5 12,925.50 
Equotloru Sta. 278+.48.5 CBkl • 
Sta. 1022+32.B CAh) 
Sta. 1022+32.8 to Sta. 1285+02.lO 2s,2sq,30 
Equation: Sta. 1285+02. l CBkl • 
Sto. 0<00.0 !Ah) 
Sta. 0+00 ta Sta. 801+61.Z 60,161.20 
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Hlhn 
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Z2.586 
Poge!I o,. llheets co~red by thls '~Bh ---------
All 
u;ousH I "" oor I ac.iGH "'" Gourley/Storey/Holub I DUBUQUE CM!Y I PROJECT.._. HSIPX-52-2("!8}--3L-31 SHEET NUH9ER A.1 I 
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End Pro ect 
Sta. 801+61.2 
MP 72.CH 
• 
Sto 
Resume HMA W!den & Resurface 
Sta. 374+00 
LOCATION MAP SCAL~ 
1 2 3 
,....... 
ENOl.!Sl< IDWA DOI OESION TEAM Gourle :/Store /Holub 
R-lW 
Sto HMA W!den & Resurface 
Sta. 353+60 
HM4 W!den & Resurface 
61+50 
DUBUQUE aiu•rr 1'ROJ£CY N\JMlEI< STPN-52-2(q7)--2J-31 
E uat1on: 
Sta. 1285+02.10 CBI<> = 
Sta. 0+00.00 (Ahl 
E uatlon: 
Sta. 278+48.5 (BkJ = 
Sta. 1022+32.8 (Ah) 
SHrn t<J•o"' A.2 
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TYPICAL SECTION 
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GRANULAR SHOULDER 
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LOCATION 
STATION 
®Surface Coune 
@ IntennedJ4te Cour-se 
(D Mllllng (Avg. ll<!pth) 
NOTCH FOR DOUBLE COURSE 
RESURFACING OF MILLED AREAS 
c:==::J (Joint) 
I 10· I 
@ BROKEN CENTEJI LINE CYollov) 
~ 4" 
_____________ s_._ .. ""]_._-~-=:l 
~--1 -3:--i ·t (Joint) 
----------~ES-.-v..-· --~,__~/J 
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_[
10\2" 4"i .....+--~ 
sv.·~ c::::::::J r ~---~ 
--------~----------------_::~ -:±+---1--r--~ E '1. (Joint) 
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t:_,.. 51\ 
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(l) EDGE LINE RIGHT (\lhttol 
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DDDDDDD_i 
2·....j ~ _,,.j4·~ , .. ::J 
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@ STOP LINE (White) 
r----------..,.8"3. 
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--------~_i 
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.__ ___ ____. 
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STANDARD TYPES OF 
PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
ENf.LlSll lOWI. COT DESIGN TLIM Gourle iStore :!Holub DUBUQUE COUNTY PROJECT NtJMBER HSIPX-52-2(Cl8}--3L-31 Sl<EET......al 8.2 
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Approoclung a SlOP SJ(jN 111.lond 
8 soo• 
fc,.. location detoUa 
See TIJ?Joel Ootoll ~ 
@ Stop Edge Line 75' min. f rom Center L.m1r of C,..avel Road 
@ Corry ConWr Uno through intcroaootlon 
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I 
/ 
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® No I11lond. rat"'°' to Typ1ool Oototl ~ 
PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
TYPICAL INTERSECTION 
( Wrthout Edge Lines on S1de.-oad 
PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
T yp1cal Inter-section 
lW1 th G.-avel S1de.-oad) 
ENGLISH lOW• DOT DESIOlt 11"11 Goui-le :IStor-e :/Holub 
FDt" loca'Uon detoll~ 
s .. Typ1ool O.tou !m 
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@ BROKEN CENTERLINE ! Yo ow ) 
@ DOUBLE CENTERLINE I Yo low ) 
@ ND PASSING ZONE WE Yellow l 
0 EDGE LINE RIGHT ! llh1 l 
@ SOLID LANE LINE < Wh1 ) 
@ STOP LINE ! l/Nto I , re or to Ty,,.ool 0.,,,,1 l'!SiiilJ 
@ Ir 11r.m thon 100' Jo1n o Yelloti1 L1M11. 
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© Tormtnate all Lone ti No · Po:nung Zono Lines ttu-u lnter-aeabon. 
@ Symbol (when ape01f1 lly hsted tn Tabulation 108·2'1): 
fQr- "1.-co and thopo,r for to Typuial Dot41l~. 
® © No bland, ref ar- to 
PAVEMENT MARKINGS 
TYPICAL INTERSECTION 
( With Edge Lines on S1de.-oad 
DUBUQUE COUl<TY PROJECT NU119ER HSIPX-52-2(q8}--3L-31 
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ENGi.iSM IOWA COT OESIOH !!AH Gour-le :/Store :IHo lub 
ESTIMATED PROJECT QUANTITIES 
OwmUttltS 
I tom Unit Ertlmated 
D111'1~on 2 Total 
TON l04Z 
MllE 3.3 
SY 263 
-EA-'!L._ il 
TON 10 
er qo-s 
TOO - - -1735 !"00- 6887 
STA --348 
llZ'' lON 5.£5 J7t7 
FRtC L- 4 TON 232 SJSO 
TOO ~5 638 
LS I 
STA 3<8 
TON 235 iis 
STA 3365 3365 
Cs ----1 I 
oi.r ti 
DAY 
EACH 5 5 Cf ... 1 1 
HMA SURFACE fTA m 17~ 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The propc~t!d ~rovomenb ara at 4 locattons on US 52 . Th" tota l lengtli of t~rovemenh :o 3,2q mi les. 
The 11Tprovemenh cons ist of: mi l I 2 1/211 from ex1st1n9 p.nvement surface, 2' HMA ba:>e vJden tng on e<ich side of pa.,.ement 
to pr-ov lde 28' '111de paved :s urfac:I! 1oo11dth , HMA rl':iurfac;o 2 lit' thick x 28' vtde, add cente r 11ne and edge l ine rurrble 
str IP', llnd aµp I y pavement mark Lng,. Construct extended paved f 11 let:s .et 5 cold'lt y road tnter.,ect ions. 
Otv l• ton I ' !COY. lo'a DO T 
Otvh ton 2 = toox Dubuque County 
OM~on I 
DUBUQUE COUNTY l'ffOJECT N\Jl'llER HSIPX-52-2(q8)--3L- 31 
rholub .,,1\.l'l"Oje1;t'So\:.l 10':>20100~\Dl 'llt'"lctDe!llQn\cO 1.~l'lt. 
As Su!:lt 
Otvtsion 2 
S>ll!Hl.OUIER C. 1 
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ESTIMATE REFERENCE INFORMATION ~ -()2 ESTIMATE REFERENCE INFORMATION ~ -()2 
Item Item Code 0aJcrtpt1cn Item Item Cado O..cttptJ<n No. No. 
1 2121-7425020 Granu lar- Shouldru·. Typ• B 20 252'l·Z242320 CT Joint 
Refer to typical 7 135 on 'hect 8.1. Refer to tab . 102-6C on •h•tt C .4. 
2 Z212·04751l'l5 Cloa!'t+f'r-ep.llratton or Base 22 z5qq.qqqqo11 H!l lod Center Lino R<llDI• Strtp, HHA Surh<e 
Item 1':1 for br ellJ of HMA re,ur fac tng :i ho.in In t yptca l 2602 Q11 !aheet B. t. Rerer to rul!t> le 5trtp detai l on sheot U. J and tab . 112- 108 on 'heet C.<t. 
Thi'.' cur rent Dr?vl'.'lopnrnt.a l Spectflcattcn ror m11led11hou lder run-O le ~tr 1p' !lhal 1 app ly to mll led 
center l ine r umb le Jtr1ps except that no asphalt t!'mul'!lon fog :1eal '-i ll be required, 
3 2212-5070310 Patcho" Full-Dept h Rep•lr Jr(otl\od of measur ement: The qu.aottty of m11 1ed contcr l tne rumb le strtp:i 'ha ll be 1n ':ltatJona "' 
4 2212-5070330 Patch••, By Count (Repair) measured do-.m tent~rl lne of roadway . Tlw quantity vll I bt: adJu~tcd fo r te't '!iectlon' that are 
Rorer to tab. t02·6C on she"t C.'4 . dae~d un:iathfllctor y. 
Ouaot 1t1" lnc ludt' on addttlonal 15"/. for- dlscrcttlonary patcho,. Bas ts or payment: The contractor vi i I be patd th& c:ontr-oc t un it prlc:e for mt 1 led c:enter l lne rul!O le 
str tps per 1tat lon . 
5 2212-5075000 Surface Patch 
Quant tty esttmatcd at 3 ton:i per ml lf!, 
6 221J-271JJC0 Excav.atlon, Cla" 13. Widen STANDARD ROAD PLANS ~ Rafor to typical 2602 on shoot 8.1 ond cxtcndod paved f ll lot detail on sheet U.2. 7 
Excavat ton sha l l bccoroo the pt"opet"ty or tho contr actor .and !>ha! I be r~movod from the project. The rono111nc Stondord Rot1d Plans ohall be cDn!ll!dffntd aooltcab\e to ccnrtl'\ICUon vork on th!11 oro net. 
No addlttonal payment vll I ba made for heu l lng or overhaul. 
Nl.ll'lb&r Date I Sheet' lit le 
bt _____ 1_0.:.1.s.§1 __ : __ 7 2213-8200000 Base W1dentng. HMA St\ouldar Clon1r• Re fer to typtcal 2602 on ~hoct 8.01. HMA ,;ha I I be a lH ESAL 112" mix . Lene C lo11ur., vt th F laaa., .. 11 
1):-2)~,J_Q-!S-07 l Ulna Cla,urtt vtth Fl!1!9ger~ and Piiot Car 
8 2214-5145160 Pavement Sci11r tf 1cat 1on f--~.:2.~ _ _t_0.:.1.7.:0_6 __ ~_ Should.,r Runble Str \n On.,r.otlon11 lC-233 10- 17-06 I P.cvenient 1Mrk lnC! ooernt ton!; 
Ro ((lr to typica l 2602 on :iheet B. t and typlco l 7306 on 'heet 8 .2. 
Ml I l 1ngs sha l t baco~ t he- pl"op.&rty of the contr actor and 1hal I b<I rein:JVod rrom t he proJect. 
No addlt1011a l payment v1 t l bo tnad4?' for hau l ing or ovorhau l . 
q 2214-7450050 Bladtng+shoplng Shou lder Hata•lol 
Ouanttty includc"S both ':11de'3 of l"'oadvay Jn a l"'oa!I of HHA roaurfaclng, 
lO 2300-0002500 HHA {!H ESAU lntormod late . 112" 
II 2300-0003504 HMA (lH ESAU Surface, 112". Fr1ct1an L-4 
Refer to typ1co l 2602 on 5heet B.1 end extended paved r1 l lt!t detatl on 'hect u. 2. 
C tas:i II compact ton shal I be required on tho 111 1nterir.edlate I trt, 
Ouan t 1tte' incl ude an addlttonal 5"/. for lrregular1tle'S. 
12 2303-!1245828 A'ph.alt Binder 
E:J t1matcd at a rate of 6% of HMA ltcm,. 
14 230J-'loq1021 M1 1 Jod Shoulder Rurrbla Strip, r.4A Surf.ace 
Rofer to rurtb lc 'trtp det;;i11 on ,;hcet U.1 and tab. 112·10A on :;hcet C.4 . 
The current Cove lopmenta I Spec lf lca tton for mil led !lhou ldcr t"ulbble str lp!I sha 11 bo U!:ed ~xccpt that 
no a'Jphalt cmu l5 lon rog '3oal vtl l be required. 
15 2315-8275055 Surface, Dr-lvttway 
Rerer to extend~d paved fl[ let dota ll on :shel°!'t U.2 . 
16 2527.q26311l'l ?•tnted Pavel?ltl'lt Harklngs_ \i'aterborno/Solvont 
Refer to tab . !08-22 on 'heet C.5 and rumb le strlp c:fet.) lf oo sheet U.t. 
Note 611 edge I lne vldth. Cent erllne and edge ltnes ::i:ha l l be placed ead1 vorklng day be.f.cJre opening the 
lane to t r afftc . Thtt f tna 1 app I 1cllt ten of center I tne and edge I tne mark lng~ sha 11 be placed aftur 
mt l 1 tng or runi>lc 1!.trlps . 
ENQ.ISH 1ow• oor I umCN "'" Gourlev/Storev/Holub I DUBUQUE COUNTY flROJECT NUMBER HSIPX-52-2(q8)--3L-31 I SHEET""""" C.2 I 
:.10 Al-'H ~0Ul$ l 1101 
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04..00-01 203-2 0+-15-08 Zl2-JA ~ Durtng comtruct1on of thu project, t ho contractor Will bo rcqutred EROSION CONTROL: (Rural Seeding) TABULATION OF EXISTING PAVEMENT to coordinate his operations with thooo of other- contractors z 
'lrlOrktng 1o1thtn the !lam& arna. Other work ln progt"eS~ durtng the Following completion or worl< In a d/sttJrbed ore a. the area shnll be p~~~i Canne A Pavement ~me pettod of the time v111 include c:onstn.Jctlon of the roHov- seeded, fertlllzed. and mulched as follows: No. Locauon JYP!O Du .. abl llty Thldu'la::ss Re1nron:ement Ootoll Ing projecb: c ..... 1 Crooh<d Saun::a Cl.us l)plcol 
SEEDING: IT"""l Stono Unctinl IT~l ProJect T)'pc or Work 
_lr,;_R_ JjUQ .. 1L1Jt.MLlLlL _!.'.11.liCl'. c .._IJiJ.~ 1--..Y.&~lll! I a_.n 
"""" 
3 lbs. of Fescue or Fawn per 1000 sq. ft. 
FERTILIZER: us 57 HP 51 q7 to HP S>.61 2001 ftlA , s 
1q76 PCC c .. ijJ,_ ~-~U!'UR I ~o 17 lbs. of 13-1 3-13 (or equivalent) commorcial fertilizer per 1000 sq. 
ft. us 5? MP 52.81 t a MP "1 . 6 2001 .... 2.5 
CJC16 ASC C. LST , BROWN OllY, 
MULCH: I'll!~ HMA 3 0 
~-15-00 ZIJ·l '70 lbs. of dry cereal slraw per 1000 sq. ft. All mulch shall be 1%1""1 2.0 
It shall be tho contractofs ""'ponslblllty to provide waste areas or con301idaled into the soil with a mulch stabilizer. 1'>'7""" c. 1 sr ROS" <l'UR I ,,~ 
dlsposal sites lot excess material (excavaterl matol1al or broken The pmpamlion of the seedbed and the furnishing and epplicatlon of us 52 MP 57.16 to HP 51!.<Q 2001 HMA 2.5 cxmcrele) which Is not desirable to be ll\<Xl<jloraled Into tho work , .. 7 HMA C LST. BROW ru:iy. 1.5 
involved on this project seed, fertlllzer, and mulch shall be conslderod lnclden!B! to 1q~M .< 
mollll\zatlon and no extra compensatlon will be allowed. 'l67 H• A ?.Q 
.....lW1C.C c.,J..SJ~ ~~~F 7.0 II shell be the contractor's responslblllly to ensure !hat arees 
Qnciudlng haul roads) selected for waste or disposal nol lmpect 01-20-6~ Zl2·5 us 5> MPt:itAntatitPnc ?00! HMA ?.5 
1) O.Jlturally sensitive s!les or graves or 2) wetlands or 'WaleJS of the The contractor shall not d1,turb de51rabl~ grass ~reas and de~li.r.:ible 1qqs BSC C. <T "~"~OR'/ 
U.S.", Including stroams or s!rcam banks below the "ort!lnary high tM!etJ out.3Jde tile corurt.n.1ct1on ltmtb. The contractor vtl l not be qRA MMA • n 
water morlc". without an approved U.S. Amly Corps of Engineers permttted to park or !1Drv1t e vehtcl~ and equtpment or tne th011.e q6LJjMA ?.O area:i for :storage of maten.als. Storage, parking and seMce area(s) qi:Lfl:c r 0 I 7.0 Section 404 Permll vt.11 be !lubjnct to the approval cf tlic ro!Jldcnt engtnecr. 
No peymenl for overhaul will be •lloWed for material haulo<l to these OJ-l<i·BB 251-1 
slles. No material shall be placed within the rlghl-of-way, unless the cootro.ctot"" .moll be responstb lo to matntoJn tiCC61S to 1nd1vtduat 
specifically slated In the plans. propertl" dunng comtructton. TABULATION OF UTILITIES ~ TRAFFIC CONTROL PLAN ~ Relocated acce" '!!hall be completed to 1ndtvtduaf properties prior 
"' " OMO ... D2 21n to romova l of oxtrtlng acce5'. 
Unle'' other.ti sc direct~ or authortzed, all hot m1)C ct!phalt and lf t he permanent access cannot be completed prior to removal of Q.,,e::it Aqull la I. Through t n:1ff1c ::1hall be lfllll.nUlned on the proJect at a l l ttme::1. 
other b1tum1nou::1 matcrt .111 !1 'Whlct-1 are not -spec1f1cally eddrcs:iod the o)(l.:JUng accas!l, t ho contrac:tar ":Jticdl pl"'Ovid1J mid mruntatn an Mar-y Chrt., Lotspeteh V !ck 1 W'oody.ard 
or dem 100d ln the contract documents ::1hall become the property or alternate 4CC6'S. Temporary Granular Surfoctng \ltll be paid for 83 1600 JFK Rood 1015 Cedar Cross Road 
the contractor. a contract l tem or by oxtra vori<. Dubuque . lo•• 5200 I Oultuque, Iowa 52003 
The contractor, tn accordancet 111th c:urn:mt rulo!I and rngu l.nUoris or Phono 563-588-683 1 Phono 563-503-0415 Ext 26 
tho fo~a Dopartmcnt or Natural Rl'.t'lources. may: 10-31-q5 251-4 ml ot ,pclqwc!lt .com v1ck1 . .,,.oodyardaaqvl 1 Ja .ccim 
I. \itth thu approva l or the Engtneer, blend or othervt:ie proce!.'S The centerl1 nt pavemimt marking 'llholl a!'tlays be placed on one 'Slde 
tho matortal fo r use with moulder or spec.la ! bat:kr111 ag9r-cgatc1 of thl!' rotid"Way except "'1ere a 11No P.t1'931ng Zone" ltn~ ts used , Al I !ant C1t.y or 1-loty Cro~us fo r U51'.' on tho project. at \lhtch point 1t 1' placed on tho oppo:slte :stde of the road'way. Tho 
centerline 'hall be placed on the ,_,me 3ldo of t he road\.lay a:i t o Rod Sndl'.' Oonnn Sweeney , Clt.y Clerk 2. With tho apprava l or the Engineer, place vlth matcna l In are.15 match ~X1rt1ng marktngs noar the project. 0000 Chovo"o 11 o Road PO Box 326 de5tgnatcd by tho En91ncar as Sot l Aggrngato Stilbn~ vithoul Dubuque. !ova 52002 't38 Church Street 
extra i;hargc, Phone 563 -Sqq -0370 Ho! y Cro~ ~ , Iowa 52053-03Z6 
3. Remove the material from tho proJect ond rtockp! le for the 0-41 -03-01 251-5 Phone 563-870-2<75 
contractor', future use. On all tll!ft' er ~constructed paVl!f!l1:mU, ti'oC Jocatton of ''NO PASStNGn 
zone fines 'Shall be located tn tho ftold. Th" focat1001 of th" pro-
I 
Oh?l)--84 22:H po::ied "ND PASSING
11 li nes shown on t.ho pavcmrmt marking tab- Med t a Com C tty or Lwitenburg 
Comtructtoo or fl !lob at non-pavod ontrancc!I. 1 s not roqutrod on ulatlcm ltl fo r e!lt.tmotlng quontltt~ only. Rob Ga'S:sman lhe:yi's Althoff, City Clerk 
th!:. proJcct. Howcv1m tha cng1nacr m.!ly roqulrc tho construction 3033 Asbury Rood PO Sox 1~ 
or fl llet"S at indtvtdual lacattons ~aro d~m.cd necessary. I ~~~8::Jt'Ct t::i NQT a POINT 25 prcJed and b nat :iubject to :"'6 Dubuque, Iowa 5200 1 202 Sout h Andre3 Strcret C&l I 563-213- 1088 Luxerfburg, Iowa 52056-00 1q 
I provtslon• of !AC 761-115.25. Phone 563-853-4615 
1o .... a To I ecom 
Dan Hogan 
PO Box 130 
107 Ea<Jt Fayot tB 
Manchc':ltcr , !ova 52057 
OanHogana lc1Jato l ocom~i:otn 
ENGLISH I JOI/A oor I 0ES1"" ru>t Gourlev/Storev/Holub I DUBUQUE caum I ?ROJECY NUMl3ER HSIPX-52-2('~8l-3L-31 I SHEET t<JMllE!t C.3 I 
- APH- ' l OOH 1110:; 
' 
V1\.l-'roj"ct'9\3 I0<;.20100H'\Dl 'JtM ctO"s19n\cO l.!!ltn. 
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TABULATION OF FULL-DEPTH PATCHES 
• Not • Bid !tom 
~ - ~- w~•-L""" Length Wldt!l Plrteh WJlh ~ C R C P•~ea Co~lto ~:i 3~.);·~, ~'f;:~n Joll1to Joint• Jo111t• Lugo 
Co111t Stauon or Ht!oporl. lhlcknan Oowora R&m01Jel 
llL Ro. Bl (F..tl IF'"tl lln""'•I <Sn. Ydo.1 ;;ii ,;;;lS;i;,n .• ,,,,Yd;;;•,,,.lp;CSo;!:'"-"Y~do~.lp.;CT=o;o;n•;;.l .;= !So.;:Y:;d#.:;).j==id.l=n.=F,;;t·;.l =1-"CNo.=l=+=CNo.=)-1-'!N;,;;•;;:,·l=l-'°(No-.l-+-==========='9 
1 
'4o+za, __ _,__t, ~~-d~-i--:~·"c(ott====t====~=====t=====:::========t===t===t===t====i~======================::: -~ -~$~ t 12 t2 s.oo-t---+---+---+---1-----+--+--+--+---1-------------1 ; ~~;~ ~ l~--:-~ -~1 1 ; :~~'-+---l---l----+---1-----+--+--+--+--+-------------1 
6 3Ci5•68 L 8 l_~-1--1.~ l.D..:..6Jo,.-i- --1---1---f---+- ---+--+--,-+--+---+------ -------i 
7 3q5 .. ge ~ 10 '-~ 1--!-2-1--- -~-3.!...=!J:-+- +---+---+----+------1--1~-l---+--+-------------t 
: ~~-~:: R ~- -~-2 __ 1.?_ 1 _ _J_0.!.~1::::::====:::====::=====:::=====:::========::===::===::===:::===::::=======================::: ~~ --:~~}~ 1! t~=j:~ l::itt====t====~=====t=====~=======:ii=.-:..-:..:':..1-:..-:..~':..-:..-:..~':..-:..-:..-:..~-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:..-:....-1 -:-~ --t~~; : :-~ -:~ 1~-=-~~:-1----1---+---+----+-----+--+--+--+---t-------------1 
.-!~ -t!~.±.5? R S G 1_2 4.~:-t---+---+---+---+-----+--+--+--+---+-------------t 
-~-~ -~:~~~--~--~--~--::~----:~~:-t---+---+---+---+-----+--+--+--+---+-------------1 
17 421'00 l 10 12 12 13.33 
:~ !~:~~ l I~ : ~ :-~ 1~:~'-+--+---1----1----+-----t---+-.,.-+--+---t-------------I 
,__~~7;~~ I; ~:-_~,_,r--~~-+---lr-7.1;~~:~.-+---+---t----+---t-----f--f-,--f--f---1------------~ 
e--g~~{~~ : Jl___}l__ l~~:~~!-+---+---+----+--~-----r---r---r--r--;-------------1 
1-~2~3¥5~~~~~'·~'-----l---+---+--+----l---l-"~~8-1---1~--1----1---i-----1---+~-+--+--1------------1 
~~t!f!!.!J~~.D'.-t----l---+---+---+-~-1-~3~5-t---+-~-t---+----+-~---+--+-~+--+---+-------~--~--1 
~~~v~·¥r~ITT=A~L ____ _,_ _ _, ___ 1 ___ _, ___ ~---·~2~'-1---+---1---1---11------1---1--"--1---1---i-----~------i 
TABULATION OF AREAS OF 
PROPOSED BASE WIDENING 
LOCATION {W) 
Rem al"" ks 
Statton to Stotlon Lt. Rt. 
0+80 HSO Z' re!lur race area 0+80 - 6 1+50 
~~~~ 
=}~fa~-
342+85-
~ 
_6_8'!<00 
_tOft!-12-
-~-~~-~-
324+10 2' ~=:~~~~= :~:: }. =~~}ig 2' 2' ni~\Jr race area 3}? (~= 
-~~,:1+-10 2' re,ur rec~ area 322 0 
353'110 2· re,urreca area 60 
~~~~ 2' re!llJr race area 374+00 - 4134+20 2· ~!iUl"'fac;o ar oa 374+<:i:f - 4~ +20-
4J4+~_o 2· mu,roooor••n ~9+-00 2 ro'!lurrKe air~ti 374 - 434+20 3qq<00 2 rc,urr ace ar~a - 4Jit.2_~-
__i~N.O 2 riuurfactt - 4'34+20 
434•20 2' reo:ur r act- area .. - 43-4+20 
703+45 2' r~11~~6.~L'L+Q9.....:..JJ.!!Q.Q_ 
--7.1.t!!J.O 2' ro,urf 1K:e arl}<'i 6_8~_0_:._VJ.±Q.~-
-~-s~ -o 2' ntsurr ltl;e area 6_8q+Q_0_:_7JJ.!O.~-
lll<OO 2· t"~~urtece aroa 68q+OO .. 711 +00 
<D Rcll'O~ .and replace aK1:1t1ng 4' HMA. buo v lden tng. 
~ e!lt1"'8ted to be 8/'J t hick. 
~•qu t res 208 I 1nea l feet or 34¥ cut. 
TABULATION OF AREAS OF 
EXISTING BASE WIDENING 
LOCATION (\I') 
R11morka 
Stotlon to St.ati.on Lt. Rt. 
1«n 2+80 2 ' re!lurface area 0+80 - 6t+50 
s·~· 32+50 .. ~::~~~ :~: :~:: ~~~ : :*~~ 32+50 30'50 2' 
5CJ+4n 61+5°0 2' rfl'surface area 0+80 - 61+50 
H60 2t80 2' 1"111surfC1Ce 4t oa 0•8_0__:,Y~-~-
-2+a·o-=:_2BJl .. rosur f'«o a rea O+eO - 61•50 ~so--~~o 2' rosur f.ace a rea 0+8_0_.:_6~-~~8+10- 5.JHO 2' r t15.Ur fa(O llt oa 0+80 - St+SO 
32<• 10 
-»..!Ji.5 7. ' ~::~~~ :: :~:: ~-~+:-~ = ~l~~~-=3~_3.!..q.~-= -~?J!?._5 2' 
3:3CJ+40 J412•85 2' resurf.oce llrea :fi2•ao-::-35·3tao-
----*~+~- :;:~~ 2' r esurface a rea ~~9~3..!!..2..~-2' roaur (ace area 3741+0_0_.:_!l..!!:_?_~-~~~~~- __28J_]i_5 2' resurf«I!' nr~o 37"1+0,9~3~2_Q_ 
•04<00 2' r asurfaco b l"Oll 37'4+0.!J - '434+20 
'427•60 432+70 2' re!lorfaco area 374t00 - -434+20 
703+"45 100+15 2' rl!surfaco arce seq+oo - 7I1i\IO 
6M+qo G<l ... -05 2' rcisurfaco aretl seq+oo - 71 t+t'.10 
™>-!SH I 1awA oor I ocs1G• IDH Gourlev/Storev/Holub I DUBUCUE CIJUlffY I fRQJ ECl IU9ER HSIPX-52-2(q8)--3L-31 I SIEET MIM!EJ< C.4 I 
~O-Al"l<-L:OUH 11 :O'i 
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PAVEMENT SMOOTHNESS ~ MILLED SHOULDER RUMBLE STRIPS ~ MILLED CENTERLINE RUMBLE STRIPS ~ 6 MODIFIED 
Rood p~~~ Locatton £x1rt1.ng Shoulder 'tiic:lth Location rd1mtlftc.rtlon Statton t.o Station Remorl<• ~~ ~A C'if'iS(l.1,1li:1r\ ~~I Sor Jn ....... Road Statton to SUrtton L St do Eorth Rood Statton to Station ,_L Aomaric:3 
~5_2 0•8_Q_J_q_6.1:!;>_ y ldant. ~· ~. ~· Jdont. 
-$o~~~~~~ x n+Ra to : 1.._r 60 --- ,_o '.LO tJ<; 5, 0 +80 + .. i;: 1.,.n on> ---us-~ x 0•80 to· · ~· 60 --- 2.0 3.0 tJ<; 52 322-t80 to -.i<.:u.1.:n '.I0.8 ... 
us 52 ggq+00 to 7 1 +oo y ,,. 'l'?+Rn +,. in --- '" 
, n '\7•+nn t .. .i.>i.•+?n '" . ... 
'" 
':1:1?+Rn t n 
'" ---
?.n , n + tn "n ---
_1,1§_5 ~;;~tt;1~~ _ 1;9 ... 20 3.0 U5 5 60 2 t ... 2.0 3.0 
JJ§3Z _$_$j!:l)JL\'LZ.!L""" n.o t --- '·0 3.0 
us 5' 6oq+oo to ?11<-00 '7.0 t --- 20 3 0 
TABULATION OF PAVEMENT MARKINGS ~ -01 
@ Broken l:anter Una {Yoflov) @ Na-PHslng Zone Una t'YeltQ'll) (f) E<f>;o Uno R19ht (\lhtto) G) Oattad Uno l""lto) @ Ch«>nollZlng Uno (\lh!to) @ Step lino (lihlto) @YallcwC&.rb @ Yteld l1nD (\fhlt.o) 
G) Ootblo C.ntor Lloo ('follow) ® Broken Lano Uno Mu to) @ Edge Line Left rtellO'<) @ Sal!d Lon• Uno <Whlto) @ Channol1Z1og Uno rtell011l @ cros ... elk line l\lhttol @ \lhlto Curll @ Oolble Dotted Ltnu CYollcv} 
l..ocllUon Lenotl\ tin Stattonol 
Road StaUon to Station St de 0 0 0 © 0 © 0 @ @ @ @) @ @ @ (§ @l ® ® Remarks ldent1f1eat1on l R 
~t)S5, O.!.B.0J.o_6J..'® ___ + -}- -1.Q_.JJ_ _59.-2-9_ ~~ rn.10 Tl'.~£~!...)'. \ll..i)_ -50~~ rn,1n efl'l"lorar v 
____}_ ~-_J_Q.dL -~-~ -t~-'1~ 11q,70 TtlJrP_Or~rv x 10 . 4\ q_70 I '0 o. 15 F'1.!J.~l 
tJS 52 3?7+R.O tn 35.:J+Sn y :w__o 
" 70 5m 6 60 
x x 'i .10 
" 0 5 . 0 ., 60 x s.m ~; ~~ s.m 6 60 rv y y F 06 
~-u.s_~_2 3JJ.±9!l_tp__i3.1!?P x x 6~?_L_ -~3,1$_ __§_.J.? IJJ~'.l;l T~..t:~!.Y. 
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APPENDIX G. CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY EXPERIENCE HIGHWAY 49 
CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE HIGHWAY 49
Safety features curbing crashes
Fatal collisions drastically reduced on Hwy. 49, but more to be done, some say
By: Penne Usher, Journal Staff Writer
Monday, December 24, 2007
Since Caltrans added safety features to a deadly stretch of Highway 49 near Auburn, fatal collisions have drastically
decreased, but some safety advocates believe conditions could still be better.
In 2007 there was one fatal collision on the stretch of Highway 49 from Dry Creek Road north to Grass Valley.
Molly A. Meluqin, 28, was killed Dec. 10 on Highway 49 near Pingree Road. She was a passenger in a 2002 Honda 
Accord driven by her mother, Peggy Coalson, when they were struck by a 2007 Nissan Murano driven by Linda Roe, 
64, of Grass Valley.
Officer Jeff Pingree of the Grass Valley office of the California Highway Patrol said Tuesday that Meluqin's death is
the first the area has seen since Caltrans improved segments of the highway.  
"Actually, that's the only one for the entire year for that stretch of roadway," Pingree said. "There's a couple of
reasons. The Caltrans improvements help, and I think increased traffic enforcement has helped tremendously."
Deborah Jones and Bruce Jones live near Lake of the Pines and have not only witnessed several crashes on Highway
49, but were involved in one. Jones and her husband Bruce were driving a white pickup on Highway 49 Dec. 19, 
2003, when a teenage driver fell asleep at the wheel and crossed the double-yellow line hitting their truck. No one 
died that day. The couple has formed Citizens for Highway 49 Safety with a mission to save lives. Deborah Jones
said Tuesday that although she believes rumble strips installed by Caltrans earlier this year have made a difference,
some were removed and that is a concern.
"We don't like the fact that they made holes in the rumble strip so that people could turn into their driveway," Jones 
said. "It was to be a divided highway not for people to enter and exit into cross traffic." The area of Highway 49 near 
Pingree where Meluqin was killed does not have the rumble strips. "That area is a black-out area," Jones said. "We 
are right back into a situation where it's dangerous."
Overall, Jones said she believes that the rumble strips along with increased law enforcement have helped reduce 
injury and fatal crashes. "We talk to people all the time and they are thankful that the rumble strip are in place," she 
said. "We also feel better driving that stretch of road with the rumble strip in."
The Newcastle CHP office is responsible for patrolling the Placer County section of Highway 49 and reports that 
there were no fatalities on Highway 49 so far this year. 
"Everything we can do helps out," said Kelly Baraga, spokeswoman for the Newcastle CHP office. She said doing
something as simple turning on headlights, motorists can decrease their chances of being involved in a crash. "People 
underestimate how effective headlight usage can be," Baraga said. "In the rain those with headlights are much more 
visible. If you can see an out-of-control-vehicle coming at you,  you can take evasive action."
Additionally, increased patrols from the ground and air of decreased the number of collisions, she said. "We've had
quite a few enforcement actions on Highway 49 and most drivers who see an officer will drive safer," Baraga said. 
"Also, when you have people that live in the area where there are major injury collisions, they are going to change
their driving behavior. The Journal's Penne Usher can be reached at penneu@goldcountrymedia.com or post a 
comment on auburnjournal.com. 
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